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•. FOREWORD

•X ihe reseaich atu'd reported hearn wc. conducted by the Lockheed-
COliforiia C:,mpany (wCALAC), Burbank, Califorvia under Contract F33615-73-¼0145
"for the Air Foace Acre Propulsion LaboratorN (AFAFL), Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio umder Project 3066. Task 12, work unit 12. T1his study is
part of a continuing program sponsored by AFAPL aimed at reducing aircraft

A propulsion system noise wflhle minimizing peiformance and weight penalties.
This contract effort was concerned particularly with assessing forward
flight effects on propeller noise radiated from lw tip qpeed propellers

Sused on quiet covert observation ai-rr ft.

Project Leader at GALAC was Mr. Edward D. Griffith who had alqo hbter.

responsible for the acquisition of the noise data i. field experif._nts or-
past quiet aircraft programs. Most of these field experiments uerd eonJucte
by the Aitoorne Systems Organization of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Ccf-
pan (LNC) under sponsorship by Army Contract DAAJO1-69-C-0059. Acsowle±.
ment is due in particuler to Mr. David Paul III who had overall responsibilt

for these field tests with the YO-3A aircraft and who e.,,vilished and stand-
ardiLed many of the field test procedures. Detailed analysis of data w=.
performed by the Lockheed Rye Canyon Acoustics Reseaxch L~a aratory-. L-.
James D. Revell at CALAC was responsible for the extensive tL--oretical re-
view conducted during the study.

The Air I3Vrce provided estimates of propeller noise and aura - detectio.-&
ranges based ution parametric information zurrlied by £2T 2. Mr. Jerry Martin
(ASD/X mD) and M~r. Walter Lichtenberg (ASD/X!RHF) were r, sp.osibtX for thlese
Air Force noise and range predictions. The study was ccnu=ted daring the
period from Februaiy 1973 thrnugh November 1973 under tne d irecoion ef Air
Force Project Engineers, Lt. Craig Lyon and Mr. Paul Shaha' (.

Acknowledgement is due M1r. Bruce Metzfcr and Mr. Xn Hall of HawiltoaT-
Standard and to Dr. Martin Lowson of Lua.Jbuorough Universit-. f-r helpful
consultation during the program. Dr. Glen E. Bowie of the Lockheed Rye aa-
yon Research Laboratory provided consultation on acoustic ground rnflect.on
and doppler phenomena.

Acoustic noise signature data for the Armry YO-3A Observaticn Aircraft
u.sed in this study and formerly classified as Confidential, wert declass lied
on February 3, 1973; therefore, there is rao classified irfonmat.ioa i-n this
succeeding report submitted by the authors in November 1975.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air For ce approval of' the
report's finding or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and

Director
Turbine Engine Division

Air Force Aero Prqjpulsion Laboratory
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A n.cqPp. AC2 'T

Quiet aircraft used for covert acrial ni)ht reconnaissasice employ low tip
speed propellers to achieve a minimum acoustic noise signature. This study
was initiated when certain unexpected and c'nomalous trends in the measured
propeller ioise of such aircraft were compared to predictions or noj se madc by
the Air Force Propeller Noise Prediction Piogram. Large discrepancies in both
trends and levels were noted between measured and piedicted toise. Therefore,
the goal of thin stuzdy was the modificat;ion of an existing Air Purce computer
proGram such that accurate predictions of far field noise for low tip speed
propellers can be made. Empirical data from previous quiet airplane experi-
ments were used to develop modifications to bc ;h rotational and vortex noise
prediction methods for propellers operating in the tip speed range from Mach
0.2 to 0.k. Tasks in this Ytudy involved a detailed Euialysis of data acquired
on past programs, a review of propeller noise theory, development of empirical
correcttons for the Air Force computer program, and the construction of design
cl~a_ _ ,., tip sired propellers. Tle end result was a corrected Air Force
computer program that accurately predicub Tne tar ±±eld nuiae produced ½ Ic..
tip speed propellers and propeller design charts for application to future
quiet aircraft designs employing such propellers.
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a speed of sound in ambient air

B nuabcr of propeller blades

b blade chord

b blade chord at 0.7 propeller rauus
.7

C coefficient

CF force coefficient in vortex noise theory

Cf irequency coefficient in vortex noise theory

C L lift coefficient

C power coefficient

CT thruOt coefficient

D diameter of propeller or cylinder

d differential operator

d distance between observer and propeiler center

2
dB decibels, for sound pressure itrel- reference is 0.0002 dynes/cra

e base of natural logarithms, 2.718...

F force

f cyclic frequency, Wo/27r, Hz
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Hz abbreviation for Hertz, cps

h blade thickness
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.7
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, flight Mach number
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OASPL overall sound pressure leavel, dB re 0.0002 dynes/cn2
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Q prope ller torque

13 Reynolds number

r radius from propeller axis

propeller blade area, BjtiP bdr
hub

SfL sound pressure level, dB re 0.000-2 dynes/erm2

,S. Strouhal number
_,/o2 • ly2

S 0

T propeller thrust

t time

V velocity

V t tip velocity

V 7  rotation velocizy at 0.7 propeller radius

X distance to observer from propeller plane at time sound
heard, positive if observer ahead of propeller

Y distance to observer from propeller axis

ab blade angle of attack

Uav advance arnle
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION .

In 1966 the Honorable John Foster, Director of Defense Research and
Engineering described in a Governnent/InJustryý briefing a problem concerning
covert air surveillance needed in Southeost Asia (SEA). Even though the
enemy in SEA lacked sophisticated aircraft detection devices (such as radar)
the noise of existing observation aircraft provided advanced warning that
minimized effectiveness of aerial night reconnaissance. The obvious solution
to this problem was a quiet observation aircraft that would minimize the aireal
detection -ange.

Definitioa of this major problem area and recognition of the fact that
the potential solution encompassed the design and development of quiet obser-
vation airplanes resulted in the launching of two important and parallel
prograuz. The combined results frjm these programs eventually isolated the
problem that is the subject of the present study. The Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company (ILSC), using miniemni radiated acoustic noise as the criterion,
designed, built and flight tested a fcamily of quiet aircraf . Concurrently:1
the Air Force sponsored a number of in-house and contract research studies on
anl aspects of reducing the far field radiated noise for this type of aircraft.
One of these studies had, as the ond result, a computer program for the pre-
diction of the noise produced by low tip speed propellers. Differences
between the computer-predicted propeller noise and that measured during the
quiet aircraft flight tests form -'.he basis 2or the present study.

1. LMSC QUIET AIRCRAFT PRFORAMt

Under sponsorship of the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA), LMSC
began development of propeller driven quiet aircraft in 1967 This program
produced prototype aircraft that were successfully tested and later, in 1968,
deployed in combat ope rations in SEA for the purpose of evaluating this type
of aircraft. This successful deploymnent led to an advanced quiet observation
aircraft, the YO-3A, that was produced in limited quantities under Army spon-
sorship. At the same time, 4MSC designed and built the Q/STAR Research Quiet
Aircraft. This experimental aircraft was used to test various noise reduction

* concepts.

In 1970-71 a number of YO-3A aircraft operated in service in BFIA for r !
period of about twelve months. Figure I is a photograph of the Army YO-3A.

Observation Aircraft. This two place airplane, with a pilot and an observer
and equipped with night viewing devices, had performance characteristics
needed for effective low-level tactical night reconnaissance missions. The
key performance factor was the low acoustic noise signature that resulted in
minimum aural detection range and the capability of covert night operation,
These low noise characteristics were achieved by a number of special design
features illustrated in Figure 2. Of these, the major features were the
clean aerodynamic lines that minimized aerodynamic noise, engine compartment

.o! :
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soundproofine and exhaust mufflirg that reduced engine noise, and the use of'
low tip speed propellers that greatly ieduccd propeller noise. These quIeting
techniques have been discussed in the recently declassified reports on the
YO-3A developmer. program (references 1, 2, and 3).

Noise reduction features of the aircraft were designed to be most effec-
tive at the "quiet cruise" velocity where minimum power is required and minimum
noise is produced. Figure 3 shows the correlation between required power and
radiated noise. Detailed analysis of the YO-3A far field noise signature,
measured during the quiet cruise operation, led to the conclusion that, alter
all the quieting features had been incorporated into the aircraft de: ign, the
propeller remairad the predominant noise source. Evidence supporting this con-
clusion is presented later in this report. A typical narrow biLnd plot of the
YO-3A acoustic noise signature is shown in Figure 4.

In October 1970, flight tests on the YO-3A were conducted for qualifying
a new propeller design. Since the far field noise signature is controlled by
propeller noise, the opportunity was taken to acquire noise data from three
different propellers. The empirical data from these fly-over tests comprise
the most significant results obtained on the noise radiated by low tip speed
propellers and were used exclusively throughout this study.

2. AIR FORCE QUIET AIRCRAFT RESEARCH STUDIES

Concurrent with the ARPA/Army sponsored quiet aircraft development
programs th'tt :esulted in military hardware, the Air Force sponsored a nutber
of comprehensive in-house and contract research studies that covered a wide
range of aircraft noise generating and nrise reduction factors. These
Sstudies coverea: the measuremeint of the u noise pr.,u., d by gllcr

during flyover (reference 4); the aural detection of far field aircraft noise
(reference 5); a suwmfry of the overall technology of aircraft nQise reduction
(reference 6). While these studies contributed much usef'ul technology for
quiet aircraft design, the most significant programs, in light of the conclusion
that the propeller is the predominant noise source for light-weight pro-
peller driven quiet observation aircraft, were the studies on law tip speed
propeller noise sponsored by the Air Force Aero Propulsion laboratory (AFAPL).
"This work has been reported in references 7, 8 and 9. The result of these
efforts was an Air Force computer program for predicting both the level and
spectra of the noise of low tip speed propellers and the associated aural.
detet4-rn -rap_ lnfnrtunatelv. only static propeller test data were available
for the validation of this computer program during the period of the study.

3, PRESENT STUDY

Unexpected results were obtained in October 1970 tests. Anomalous trends
in propeller noise were discovered in the flyover noise data that had not been
observed in static testing of propeller& nor were they predicted by conventional
propeller noise the y. As a result it .ias suspected that the aforementioned
computer program based on conventional theory and correlated with static test
results, might not accurately predict low tip speed propeller noise in flighit.
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In early 1972 a comrparisou of m-asured and predicted noise was made and this
proved to be the case. Serious discrepancies be-wcen measured and predicted
levels and the ass )ciated trends wcre foulnd for both the rotational and vortex
noise components in the til, speed velocity range from approstimatc]ay Mach 0.2
to 0. 4.

The present study was structured to resoI1e the disagreement between
measured. &nd predicted results, and to modify the Air Force computer program
so that accurate noise predictions from low tip speed propellers can be rade.

4. OBJECTIVtS

The objectives of this study were:

a. To analyze empirical data with sufficient detail for modifyinc the
prediction methods,

b. To conduct a theoretical review oC propeller noise generation and
provide explanations for the anomalous trends observed in experimental
results,

c. To modiIy the Air Force comuter program in such a manner that
ac :urate predictions of noise from low tip speed propellers can be
made, and

d. To develop design charts for this type of propeller that will be use-
ful in design of future quict propeller driven aircraft.

he• tasks l.... r-- to ...... pl z n these objectives 'eare d i qnuqeed in

the following sections.
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SECTION II

QUIET AIRCRAFT EXFERfEANtIZJL DATA

I'
A large quantity of cxperimental acoustic noise data were acquired during

tile various phases of the Quict Aircraft Program. This program began with
flight and ground tests of the prototype aircra-ft in 1967, extended tlhruoh
testing of experimn. tal aircraft, and ended with field experiments of procue-
ticn aircraft in 1971. During this period of several years, experience with
flying and testing this type of aircraft resulted in significant, imprcvements
in field test techniques and in the quality, of field test rcesults. New field
test procedures were tried, evaluated and eventually standardized in order to
produce consistent experimental data that could be used for detailed studies
of the aircraft far field noise signature.

Near the end of the program, in 1970, flyover experiments were conducted
with the YO-3A aircraft. In this same year static tests were also conducted
using the Q/STAl experimental aircraft as the teot stand. Three different
propellers were used in both tests. Three and six blade propellers of standard
propeller design were used along with a special three blade propeller that was
designed from a lmo noise criterion. Descriptions of these aircraft and each
of the propellers are presented in Appendix I. Experimental data from both
flyover and static tests were considered in this study. However, only aircraft
fl'over test data were. used to develop modifications for the Air Force computer
program.

Specific experimental and data analysis procedures are discussed in
Appendix I-. The test data from these past field tests, recorded on magnetic
tape, were subjected to a detailed analysis as part of this study. Once these
data were analyzed, it was necesu-y toLL. apply corrections for ...... factor.

including ground reflection and the doppler phenomena. Tese corrections are
discussed in Appendix III.

Flyover tnd static tests are discussed below. Quality of experimental
results and the evidence that the observed far field noise origt nated from the
propeller are also discussed.

1. FLYOVER EXPWRIMENTS

The original YO-3A aircraft was equipped with a fixed pitch six blade
.-- .n.1e,. of eonve÷tional or standard design. This standard six blade pro-

peller performed well at the quiet cruise operating mode, but since propeller
pitch could not be adjusted for different flight modes, both takeoff and climb
performances were somewhat limited. To improve these performance characteris-
tics, a propeller development program was conducted in 1970 that provided a
variable pitch (or so called "constant speed") three blade propeller. Aside
from this feature, the propeller was also of conventional or standard aero-
dynamic design.

8
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For the purpose of quvliifring the sta' lard three blade propcller in a
retrofit program for the aircraft deployed ir, SEA, a ;er'`s of field expelri-
ments were conducted In October 1970. These experiment: itcluded ncasmenynt
of the flyover noise from both the stanlard three and six blade propellers
and an acoustic three blade 1ropeiler. The acous-tic three blade propeller
had lecn designed from noise rathe"r than aerodynamic criteria, and it featured
a raýher thick airfoil section with a wid: chord. Thi.- propeller also had a
variable pitch capability.

Weather conditions during the flight tests, in October 1970, of the
standard tnree blade, the standard six blade, and the acoustic three blade
prl.peflers were excellent with minim=u wind and amnbient back'ground noise oni
most test days. These conditions, combined with the standar-dized flyov•r
cest procedures developed ovelr sevelal years of testing, provided unusually
good quality propellcr noise data. The two variable pitch propellers provided
the first opportunity in the quiet aircraft program to vdry propeller rpm
while keepin4g other parameters (except torque) constant. Data from these
exper1mcnts provide the best experimental results for the widest range of
naramctrie varial.ions that were acquired during the entire quiet aircraft
progiam. Hereafter in this report these experiments will be referred to as
th, "October tests." These flyover results have been used exclusively in this
study to develop the empiaical modifications for the Air Force computer pro-
gram for predicting noise of low tip syped propellers. Static test data were
not used for the reasons discussed belo%,.

2. STATIC TESTS

Prior to the flyover tests with the YO-3A, the three propellers were
-i-- 4-'..-..fo r st+atic+ina, and in the summer of 1970 tests were conducted

using the Q/STAR experimental aircraft as a static test stand. For thec-e
tests the wings were removed and the attitude of the fuselage adjusted so
that the propeller disc plane was perpendicular to the ground. Description
of the aircraft of each of the three propellers, and test and analysis pro-
cedures are presented in Appendix I and a[ along with flyover test information.

Although static tests were conducted for the standard three blade, the
standard six blade, and the acoustic three blade for a variety of propeller
rpm and pitch conditions comparable to the operating conditions for flyover
tests, results from these static test stand experiments were disappointing.
Static test noise results were ditfficult to interpret and showed little corre-
lation with flyover noise results. One problem was that given prupuiete i:- 1

conditions could be achieved on the static tests with much less power than
required on flyover tests. Presumably this ws related to non-realistic inflow
conditions in static tests. This eliminated the possibility of correlation of
far field noise levels using horsepower as the normalizing parameter.

However, a more basic problem is the inherent difference in the character
of the noise observed in the two different tyrpes of testing. Narrow band
spectral results from flyover tests show the traditional rotational noise
nLarmonics decreasing in level so that only two or three harmonics can be

9
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observed as discrete frcquzncJic.s aba'se the broadband random vortex noise
levels. In narrowr band rlot-i Of static teats of these. low tip spaeed propellers
the harmonic levels do not decrease n(arly as quickly with harmonic number.
Indeed, such plots show significant discretc frequency levels above the vortex
noise levels to the ninth or tenth harmonic as illustrated in Figure 5. Thus,

the basic character of the noise from the two types of tests is substantially

different. The unmsual character of far field noise from static tests of this

type of low tip speed propeller wa.t also observed in two research programs

sponsored by AFAPI (references '7 and 9).

In vieaq of the difficulties noted above, the static test data analyzed in
this study were not considered when developing the empirical modifications for
the Air Force computer program. However. Uhe cause of the different noise
characteristics generated by the same propeller in the flyover and static
test modes of operation is considered worthy of additionpl investigation in
future work.

3. QUALITY OF EXItRDIINTAL RESULTS

The quality of experimental results, on which validity of the empirical

modifications dev2loped in thi• btudy are dependent, is greatly influenced by
three factors:

* the procedure for both the field tests and data analysis,

* the verification that the predominant source of the observed aircraft
noise was the propeller, and

* the correction of the analyzed data for the effects of ground
reflections and doppiex I'requency shufts.

These factors, their influence on the final quality of experimental resuLlts
and the impact on empirical modifications developed for the Air Force computer
program during this study are discussed below.

a. Flyover Experimental Procedures

There are several conflicting requirements for conducting flyover
tests with quiet airplanes if such tests are to provide valid measurements
of the radiated far field low level noise signatures. The aircraft must fly
at Einf{'4 

4 
0+ jnil- 4-AR +n n~l -y,. + o = rt~ nac itry--f rt fa.r flP1 p ml nn~p. 11RT

since the radiated noise from the quiet airplaic is low, the aircraft altitude
must be low enough to provide a recognizable noise level, above the ambient
background noise. This requirement car be partially alleviated by conducting
experiments in remote locations away from the usual man--made noise sources
and by testing in low natuaal background noise conditions. Minimum wind is
also an essential test condition from the standpoint of both noise and flight
operations. Flight safety is another factcr which establishes a minimum fly-
over altitude.

10
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A standard flyover test was developed which satisfied these conf1 -t-
ing requirements; an altitude of 125 feet was used. This flyover altitude;
provided the required distance for far field measurement of propeller noise
(i.e., about 15 propeller diameters). For wind conditions of less than 5 mph)
background noise in remote locationrs was usually at least 10 dB below the
peak aircraft noise level during the flyover for the frequency range of in-
terest. Such tests were performed safely by experienced test pilots.

Luring these standardized fl.yover tests it was essential to control
and measure a number of variaoles such as aircraft velocity, altitude, lateral
position, propeller rpms, engine horsepower, etc. Consistent flyover proced-
ures, described in Appendix II were used to accomplish the required control
over the r.easurement parameters. Even so, it was found necessary for good.
results to average the data from several flyover runs. Individual flyover
runs that are used in certein forms of data analysis (e.g. narrc,- band analysis)
require normalization to the average levels. Under optimum testG conditions,
flyover test resuius were achieved that showed small statistical variations
in noise levels. Figure 6 illustrates the statistical variability of octave
band levels of peak ncise in a series of 18 runs used for qualificationi pur-
poses. Standard deviations of about one dB in octave band levels were achieved
in these October tests. For the purpose of this study the mean value of at.
least three flyover run. was utilized in all cases to normalize indivifdual
data plots.

b. Source of Observed Noise

Tha subjective judgment of most observers listening to all quiet air-
craft (from the QT-2 prototype through the YO-3A limited production aircraft)
was that the propeller was the predominant noise source. Some test data from
other studies of gliding aircraft supported this interpretation, a-id d-rilg
the October 1970 tests of the YO-3A equipped with two propellers having vari-
able pitch capi0ility more positive evidence verifying this source was acquired.
The sources of noise for the YO-3A acoustic noise signature are discussed below
in terms of discrete frequency and broadband random noise.

(1) Discrete Frequenc% Noise

In narrow band plotv of peak level flyover noise, discrete frequency
tones can be observed in the spectra at low frequencies (i.e., below 250 Hz).
When p:opeller rpm is varied, the frequencies of most of these tones can be
correlated (. lhn corrected for doppler shifts) with predicted. emitted fre-
quencies of propeller rotational noise harmonics. Pzequencies of these
harmonics are given by the equation

.3f = u (r0 Hz (i)

m 60 0

where

= frequency of rotational noise harmonic
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Sm propeller rotatioall nioise harmonic number

rpm engine revolutions per min, te

B number of propeller blades

0.30= speed reduction factor

For three blade propellers the first three harmonics can usually be observed
above the level of broadband random noise while for the Six blade propeller
only the first two are present. The correlation of predicted and observed

frequencies and the absence of other potential noise sources for these dis-
crete frequency tones lead to the conclusion that propeller rotational noise
is the source being measured.

Occasionally in the narrow band spectra a discrete frequency tone
is observed that correlates with the predicted engine firing frequency. The
frequency of this tone is given by the equation

S(rpm) x N (Hz) (a)
120

where

f = engine firing frequency

N = number of cylinders

It is believed that this pture tone noise origintr ate enin ...... ha-.a•........ t alld

radiates from the tailpipe of the muffler system. A more efficient muffler
design presumably would have eliminated this noise. For the purposc of this
study these tones, when present, are removed from the spectral plots.

Prior to conducting acoustic field tests, many quiet aircraft
delivered to the test site exhibited another type of discrete frequency noise
that usually dominated the high frequency (i.e., above 250 Hz) spectra with
levels of 5 to 15 dB aboive the levels of broadband noise. These tones were
"whistles" generated by aerodiynamic sources. Holes, :avities, and/or cracks
in the airframe were usual sources. In the experimental flight tests these
tones were eliminated in all acoustic test cases by taping over the 10oi6e
sou-rces to res.t.orc a cleian aevudynamic configuration to the airframe. In
military field operations of the aircraft these same corrective techniques
were used to assure the proper acoustic noise signature. As a result, no
discrete frequency (pure tone) noise, attributable to aerodynamic sources,
was ever observed in the far field noise signatures of quiet airplanes.

(2) Broadband Random Noise

Verification of the source of the observed broadband random noise
is more difficult because of the possibility that such noise may be generated
by a variety of aerodynamic sources associated with the airframe. However,
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there seems to be adequate evidence that this broadband noise was propeller
vortex, noi'.se. This evt.dence i s as followsr

(a' Levels of the broadband noise were shown in this study to
change as functions of propeller tip speed when all other
paraieters (except torque) are held constant. This iould
riot be true if airframe aerodyrnamic notse was a significant
contributor to the broadband noise obssrved in experiment.
(However, interaetion of propeller wash with the airframe
is a possibility.)

(b) Good correlation of peak one-third octave band levels for
the broadband noise was found with rotational noise levels
in this study over a range of tip speeds from approximately-
Mach 0.2 to 0.4, This correlation was incorpcrated into
the recommended vortex noise modification. Such correlation
could not be expected if the source of noise was the air-
frame moving through the air at constant velocity.

(c) In addition to this evidence, CALAC has measured and re-
ported on the far field aerodynamic noise from gliding air-
craft (reference i0). These data have been re-analyzed
and extended to measured C-5A data under sponsorship of the
Langley Research Center. The current improved equation
for predicting the overall sound pressure level (OASPL)
of airframe aerodynamic noise is:

OAS-L =6o LOG V + oI LOG S - 20 O G h -40 OAR- 1.6 (dB)

where, I
V = Aircraft velocity (KrS) I
S = Wing area (ft)2

h = Aircraft altitude (ft)

AR = Aspect ratio

Using appropriate values of these parameters for a typical
YO-3A aircraft flyover, the result is:

oAsPL 54.2 (dB)
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This is well below the 68 dB in OASPL tabulated from mea-
sured one-third octave band results for the tip speed ease
that yields minimum levels for the broadband noise. If
this prediction method is nccurate (mnd it has been demonr
strated to accurately predict aerodynamic noise for several
gliding aircraft ranging in size and configutration from
gliders to the C-5A), the broadband noise levels observed
to be several dB higher must be propeller vortex noise.

Ba aed on the considerable evidence cited above, the conclusions must be drawn
that the levels of airframe aerodynamic noise are sufficiently below the levels
o" th• observed broadband noise to obviate this as the source. Thus, the ob-
.Y-,ved nctse that correlated well with propeller rotational noise is, indeed,
propeller vortex noise.

It is noteworthy that the observed broadband vortex noise peaks
at a constant frequency instead of shifting upward as propeller tip speed
increases (ar expected from theory). This behavior is discussed below.

The theory that has been developed for aerodynamically generated
noise relates peak frequency (f), velocity (V), and a physical dimension (h),
by the so called "Strouhal" equation

S V

WLere f = h

St= Strouhal Number

When velocity (in this case tip speed) iucre& Peak frequency increases.
For simple aerodynamic forms such as rods and spheres, this simple equation
works well; however, for more complex structures difficulties in applying
this basic concept are usually encountered. For example, it is difficult to
detezminc peak frequency trends in the results of glider flyovers reported
by Ure kir Force in reference (6), and no increasing peak frequency trend
can be fc-uni in the measured propeller vortex noise as propeller tip speed
is Inc.-zýxed on the YO-3A. Several factors should be noted:

Strong ground reflection reinforcements and cancellations occur in
th.e ni-dfrequency region where peak levels are expecte@. Higher
y,,otabona! no-se, harmonies also exist in this region. Corrections
!m.-paiei to measured data for these phenomena may contain inaccuracies
týat oscure the actual peak frequericies.

:,:.-..third octave band plots are used to describe the broadband vor-
tex noise spectra. Changes in peak frequency may be so small that
o•ah jplots do not delineate trends.

(pPtial. 3 of the Air Force computer program contains a X term,
vaichstall
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represents the percentage of the propeller radius where sepai ated flow
condLtions exist. For this option, this equation from reference (7) is
us~td for predicting pealk frequency.

f SV
peak=h(

As the propeller tip speed increases, X decreases and a decreasing
trcm;d counter to the increasing velocity rt rend is introduced. Since
this study involves low tip speed propellers where stall conditions
probably exist, this equation provides a possible explanation for the
lack of discernible peak frequency change in the measured data.

Consequently, the measured levels are considered valid vortex noise levels
for this type of propeller. Minor errors in predicting peak frequency willnot have major inpact on predicted aural detection.

c. Corrections to Analyzed Data

The analyzed flyover noise data in the form of one-third octave band
time histor; plots, tabulations and narrow band plots contain inherent in-
accuracies due to certain test conditions. The microphones monitoring the
aircraft noise were positioned five feet above the ground which provides a
reflecting surface fir noise radiated from overhead. Therefore, the effects
of ground reflections of the aircraft noise in the form of either cancel-
lation of reinforcement are included in the measured noise. Likewise, in all
aircraft flyovers the moving noise source is monitored. by the stationary
microphone on the ground and doppler shifts in the frequencies of emitted
noise are included in the measured noise. Methods used for apply.ig4 corrc-
tions to anfalyed data are discussed in Appendix Um. The effect of these
inatcuraeies in measured data on t,_ 4aaldAy of corrected experimenta1 re-
sults is discussed below.

'The eifer'ts of ground reflection phenomena are present in all aircraft
rly'.•ear dat-a aMd can be identified in both narrow band and one-third octave
band spectral _l•ots. The narrow band analysis provides the best information
on the discretrc i'requency rotational noise components while the one-third
octave band an.ýysis is considered a more appropriate measure for the broad-
band vortex noiae. Thus, corrections for ground reflections following the
methods describtEd in AppeadLxfl~r..ust b-c pplied .n hnto h types of spectral
plots. The mamner in which the flyover tests were conducted produces some
uncertainties with regard to these corrections. These unaertainties involve

A determination of: overhead position and propeller rpm.

During the flyover tests no record of altitude position as a function
of flyover time was maintained. The overhead position was estimated from
peak flyover noise and the point of inflection in the doppler shift of certain
discrete frequencies. If errors are made in determination of overhead position,
significant shifts in related estimates of reinforcement and cancellation
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frequencies due to the occurrence of ground reflections can produce sig-
nificant inaccuracies in the applied corr, ctions. Since the doppler shift in
emitted frcquencies is also related to aircraft position, uncertainties in
estimating aircraft position can introduce errors in estimatiiý;g the doppler
effects.

Propeller rpm was controlled and monitored in the aircraft cockpit
and a degree of variability was inherent in each test. The emitted frequencies
of propeller rotational noise harmonics are directl.> related to rpm; therefore,
errors in estimating rpm can produce errors in applied corrections. Thus,
uncertainties in estimating aircraft position, doppler shift, andt propeller
rpm produces potential errors in knowing the actual frequencies of propeller
rotational noise harmonics.

Figure 7 is a correction chart for removing the effects of ground
reflections when the aircraft is in the overhead position. The range of fre-
quencies for the first three harmonies of three blade propellers, where rpm
variation was possible, is shown. For the six blade propeller the frequenties
of the first two harmonies are also shown. The substantial corrections required
at the cancellation frequencies yields some insight into the magnitudes of
potential errors that can result from such corrections to narrow band plots.

The uncertainties aescribed above mny introduce errors of two or three
Hz in determining the harmonic frequencies. Such errors will have minor impact
on corrections in the level of the fuidamental rotational noise harmonic fre-
quency for the three blade propellers. The slope of the correction curve is
rather gentle in the indicated range and errors less than one dB in level can
be expected. Hcwever, this is not the case for the second harmonic. This rota-
tional noise harmonic frequency exists in the region near the first destructive
ground reflection where the slope is maximum. In this case a small error of
two or three Hz in estimated frequency can result in an error of several dB in
the corrected level. The potential error in correcting the third harmonic for
the three blade propellers lies between these extremes. At lower frequencies
the potential error is large, but is smaller at the higher frequencies in the
indicated range of the potential error. For the six blade propeller the poten-
tial error in correcting the level of the rotational noise fundamental frequency
is large while that of the second harmonic is small.

In producing corrected narrow band plots for determination of absolute
and/or relative levels of propeller rotational noise harmonics in this study,
data from at least three flyover runs were averaged. This procedure minimized
the potential errors discussed above. However, it wast be Ll...l.dcd. that bect
experimental data quality exists for the fundamental rotational noise frequency
of the three blade propeller where minimum correction is required. Fortunately,
the corrections developed during this study for both higher harmonics of rota-
tional. noise and vortex noise are related to levels of the fundamental rotational /
noise frequency. In spite of the potential errors in correcting the rotational
noise harmonic levels, the resulting trends for rotational noise based on narrow
band plots are consistent and data are judged to be of sufficient quality to
produce reliable results. kn ezample of the noise trends based on corrected
rotational noise levels is shown in Figure 8.
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The uncertainties in aircraft position and propeller rlmis arc less of
a problem in correcting one-third octave band plots for ground reflection and
doppler shift phenomena due, priuiiarily, Ut the wider bandwidth of the one-
third octave filter compared to that of the narrow bandwidth analysis. Con-
sequentlv, only minor errors in frequency are observed in these plots; bow-
ever, broad dips in the continuous broadband spectra can be observed in the
plots near- the estimated destructive frequiencies and preswumably peak levels
are influenced at constructive frequencies. Applied corrections smooth out
the one-third octave band spectra but make identification of the exact
frequenicy for peak levels uncertain. Thus, although t]le levels of measured
broadband noise attributed to propeller vortex noise are considered of suf-
ficient quality for the purpose of this study, they are not of sufficient
quality to delineate trends in spectral shifts due to the conventional
"Stroudal" shifts as propeller tip speed changes. This factor is eonsidered
of minor importance in the overall quality of the experLmental data.

4.~ SLU4ARY

T1he conclusion is that the quality of the corrected data from the fly-
over experiments with the YO-3A aircraft is adequate for the develojxaent of
emipiricPl conditions to the Air Force computer programn for prediction of
projieller noise.
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SECTION III

AIR FICE flOIPELLI NOISE C(MPU1'ER PR0GRM ¶
The Air Force Propeller Noise Computer Program was develop-ed by Hamilton-

Standard under contract to AFAPL and was reported in referenecs 7 and t
Thir program predicts near and far field propellcr noise for low tip speed
propellers, and, in addition, predicts aural detection range for assumed
ambient background noise and atmospheric conditions. Of interest to the
present study are the methods for predicting far field noise. These methods:
have been shown to be inaccurate by comparison of predicted propeller noise
of quiet aircraft with measured field test data.

Specifically, the program predicts far field noire for both rotational

and vortex components of low tip speed propellers. The rotatiunal noise is
divided into predictions of harmonic loading noise and thickness noise. These
predictions arebtsed on frAom parametric inputs such as propeller diameter,
planform, number of bladea, activity factor, thrust and aircraft velocity and
altitude.

Parametric data from the October 1970 YO-3A tests were supplied to the Air
Force by CAIAC for tcsts with the standard 3 blade, acoustic 3 blade, and the
standard 6 blade propellers. (These propellers are described in Appendix I.
The Air Force produced predictions of propeller rotational noise and vortex
noise for the overhead position at an altitude of 125 feet and for the fore
and aft positions at ±45 degrees.
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SECTION IV

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND ITEDICTED NOISE 4

The noise muasured during the flyovcr tests with the variable pitch pro-
pellers proved to be most uscful for making comparisons of measured and prc-
dicted noise. With these propellers, rpm (tip spe.,d) uas varJid while holding
thrust constant. Specifically, the parameters for these experiments were as
follows:

Aircraft: 10-3A Observation Aircraft with standard 3 blade propeller

Aircraft Altitude: 125 Feet

Aircraft Velocity: 125 Feet/Second

Plropeller RPM: 420 to 8hO1

Propeller Helical Tip Speed: Mach 0.195 to 0.3-45

Thrust: 220 Pounds

The aircraft flying with the acoustic 3 blade propeller was tested over an rpm
range from 660 to 780 while the fixed pitch standard 6 blade propeller was
tested at 630 rpm which yielded the same 220 pounds of thrust. This series of
tests provided noise data reflecting variation in propeller configuration,
design and rpm (tip speed). Thus, measured and predicted resuilts can be com-
pared on the basis of absolute noise level, noise trends with tip speed, and,
to some extent, propeller design paranmters,

i. ROT*A±-IOUIAL NOISE

Figure 9 is a comparison of the measured levels of the first three pro-
peller rotational noise harmonics for the standard 3 blade propeller. In this
figure sound is plotted against propeller tip speed. Propeller thrust, air-
craft altitude and aircraft velocity are held constant. Measured levels and
trends are shown to be in serious disagreement with predictions of the Air
Force computer program.

The miniwum levels of all three harmonies, for this propeller, occurs near
a helical tip speed of approximately Mach 0.3. For higher or lower tip speeds
the nnise lepren.' inrePsAni- Thins_ - "hinkpt" is formed in the noise level vs.
tip speed curve. Relative levels beb".ween harmonics remain approximately constant.
To our knowledge, such bucket trends have not been previously obtained for this
type of propeller noise. These trends were first observed in data from the
October 1970 tests, and have been referred to as the "Quiet Airplane Paradox."

Predicted noise levels do not show this bucket trend but, rather show con-
stantly decreasing levels with decreasing propeller tip speed. Since the
measured and predicted trends are different, a major modification of the Air
Force compute2r program, based on a c o m m o n parameter that predicts the
minimu% levels, is required.
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Comparison of the measured and predicted rotational noise levels in
Figure 9 shows that the predicted fundamental is several dB'below the measured
levels, the second harmuoic is within a few dB and the third harmonid is seo-
era]. dB above the me&sured levels. Therefore, the modifications to the Air
Force computer program must correct the absolute levels as well as the trends.

Figure 10 is a sirnlar comparison of measured and predicted propeller
rotational nnise for the acoustic 3 blade propeller. The discrepancies showrn
are similar to those for the standard 3 blade propeller, but differ in magni-
tude. The modifications to the Air Force comp•uter program mast, therefore,
account for these differences in magnitude as well as the bucket trend on the
basis of differences in propfller configuration.

Figure 11 is a comparison plot for the single rpm and tip speed available
for the fixed pitch standard 6 blade propeller. Discrepancies in levels for
the fundamental rotational harmonic and for the second hermonic are similar to
thosre noted for the standard 3 blade propller at the given tip speed. The
computer program modifications must also account for these differences in
levels fcr this propeller.

Figure 12 is a comparison polar plot of the measured and predicted
directivities of the fundamental rotational noise frequencies for both the
standard 3 blade cud acoustic 3 blade propellers. It can be concluded that
The direct' ity factor in the Air Force computer program must be modified
to provide more accurate results. The quality of measured data for the
second and third rotational noise harmox'ics for the three blade propellers,
and for any rotational noise harmonic for the six blade propeller was not
adequate for comparison purposes.

2. VORTEX NOISE

The broadband noise observed in the acoustic signature of all propellers
has a common spectral shape and bandwidth and io assumed, as discussed in the
previous section, to be propeller vortex noise. These characteristics are
illustrated in Figure 13. Spectral characteristics of corrected one-third
octave band piots did not change appreciably with propeller tip speed. This
plot shows the relative sound pressure level in dB as a functior of one-third
octave frequency band. These levels were averaged and normalized from band
levels of corrected data over the entire tip speed range for the standafd 3
blaL.az propeller. SPectral data for the other two propellers show essentially
the same characteristics. In all casts, the aircraft was in the overhead
position.

Even tlouwh the shape of the observed vortex noise spectre does not change
significancly os-er the range of propeller tip speeds investigated, spectral
levels change in a manner similar to the levels of rotational noise. The levels
of the 160 Hz one-third octave ban.. shown to represent the spectral peak levels
in Figure 13, were adjusted for absolute level using the standard 3 blade pro-
peller shown in Figure 14. A bucket shaped curve with the familiar trend ob-
served foi rotational noise results. This trend suggests that vortex noise
level modification to the Air Force computer program may include a simple
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relationship based on the rotaUtonal noise level. This figure also compares
the measured vortex noise levels to predicted levels in this same band. Wide
disagreement in measured and predicted levels is shown for all threb vortex
noise options. 'Data for the acoustic 3 blade propeller, Figure 15, shows s
similar results.

To show the wide disagreement in measured and predicted one-third octave
band spectral characteristics, Figures 16, 17, and 18 are presented for the
standard 3 blade, the acoustic 3 blade, and the standard 6 blade propellers,
respectively. In addition to incorrect levels, the Air Force computer program
does not accurately predict the peak frequency of the broadband vortex noise.

Figure 17 shows an unexpected and unexplaine, :'ising trend at the higher

frequencies from approximately 1000 to 5000 Hz. The cause of this high fre-
quency noise is not known but was observed in all flights of the
acoustic 3 blade propeller installed on either the YO-3A or Q/STAR aircraft.
This anomalous noise trend was not considered in development of empirical
modifications for the Air Force computer program.

3. SumuORY

Comparison plots of measured and predicted noise levels, spectra, and
directivities revealed major discrepancies between these two forms of data.
Resolution of these differences requires extensive modification of the Air
Force computer program.
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SECTION V

TIEORETICAL REVIEW

A major effort in this study was a thorough review of the underlying I
theory for the prediction of propeller noise. This review included investiga-
tion of discrepancies in measured and predicted data arid an assessment of
potential factors causing these discrepa"ncies. A detailed sunmiry of this
effort is given in Appendix IV.

The theoretical review consists of two parts: (i) rotational noise
analysis at low tip speeds and (2) vortex noise analysis. The major portionof this effort is directed toward the rotational noise for uhich the "bucelet"

in the SPL curve vs. rpm is regarded as more baffling than for the vortex
noise case. Four effects were considered: (a) blade aerodynamics, (b) non-
uniform inflow through the propeller, (c) chordwise blade loading, (d) propeller

blade wake/wing interaction.

1. THEORETICAL REVIEW OF ROTATIONAL NOISE

a. Blade Aerodynamic Effects

It was suspected that the propeller blade aerodynamic model of Refer-

ence 8 may be inadequate to predict thrust and torque distributions at low
tip speeds where the blade section lift coefficients must increase (inversely
as rpm squared) to maintain a constant propeller thrust. Simultaneously, the
Reynolds number based on blade chord and relative velocity is decreasing, which
leads to lzlureabýe lL dragad rcdu'accdlf forN a~J gie b'de secntion angle of
attack. To maintain the same blade lift, the blade angle of attack must be
increased, resulting in further increases in the blade section drag. In an
aerodynamic force system, the lift is perpendicular to the relative wind
vector; therefore, the thrust and torque force per unit radius are related to
the ",it blade lift and drag according to blade element theory (Reference 11)
as follows:

dT dL dD-dT r dO - sinv (Thrust) (3)d- dr a,,, drx

r = r cos -- sin% (Torque) (4)• dr •r • dr

where % is the blade advance angle defined by

tn v V(1 + usb)a (T--l - o sb7

where (S is the propeller rotational angular speed and r is the local propeller
radius, V the forward speed, and usb and omsb are slipstream corrections to
linear and angular velocity. Appendix IV contains detailed discussions of slip
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stream effects using two diff(rre t approaches.

As 1, decreases, the advance angle increases for a given forward speed,
causing a further reduction of thrust and an attendant increase in required
torque force. Likewise, to maintain thrust at a large udvance an•gl, the lit%
on the blade must be further increased by means of increased blade angle of
attack. Ii view of a need to independently assess the above factors, a general
aerodynamic blade loading mathematical model was developed, which is capable
of matching any given propeller thruAt with specified power or blade efficiency.

The results of the aerodynamic blade load stud• are shown in Figures
19 and 22 where it is found, for a given rpm, that predicted axisymmetric
rotational SPt, when plotted vs. prop-eller horsepower is nearly a universal
curve for all hinds of aerodynamic parameter variations (camber lift, blade
angle of attack, friction drag level, etc.). Figure 21 shows the proeller
power required vs. propeller efficiuicy at the required 220 lb. thrust. Figure
22 shows the variation of predicted axisynmctric SPL with rpm at 220 lb. thrust;
the shaded band o' the present CALAC axisyniitric theory reflects possible var.-
iations in propeller efficiency and, hence, variations in required horsepower
at each rpm. The aerodynamic blade load mathematical model used in the present
prediction method for axisymmetric acoustic radiation produces essentially the
same rotational nioise vs. rpm trend (Figure 22) as does the USAF Computer
Program of Reference 7 . The difference in absolute levels is because Refer-
ence 7 employs an empirical correction to the axibynutetric theory which is based
on static propeller noise test data. It is noted in Appcndix]Y that nunerical
integration differences cause negligible errors. FiCure 19 shows the envelope
of estimated YO-3A propeller efficiencies for three rpm values. A slight
bucket tendency in the SPL vs. rpm curve (Figure 22) between 600 anid 180 rpm
might be inferred from the efficiency data of Figure 19 if it is assuned that
the propeller efficiency at 480 rpm is near the lower range of possible values.
The estimated propeller efficiency for the YO-3A from Reference 3 is somewhat
in doubt at 480 rpm; however, it would appear to range between 40% and 50%.
Figures 21 and 23 display the range of predictions, for the YO-3A standard 3
blade propeller, of horsepower and efficiency, as obtained from several sources:
the YO-3A project data (Reverence 3 ), the USAF Computer Program (Reference 7 )
and the first of present methods, wherein the induction efficiency 7a was
parametrically varied. The induction efficiency provides, for propeller theory,
the coun-terpart of the induced drag associated with trailing vortices in the
theory of wings of finite span, Reference 11. The induction efficiency is
further discussed in Appendix IV. The suitaoility or the choice of induction
efficiencies in the present theory is justified by its usefulness as a para-
meter in matching the LMSC YO-3A horsepower and efficiency data of Reference 3
as can be seen in Figures 21 and 23.

It is noted in Figure 23 that the USAF/lamilton Standard (Reference 8)
propeller efficiencies are much higher than the values obtained from the YO-3A
flight test report (Rtcference 3 ). Because the induction efficiency is related
to the trailirng vortex system, an approximate lifting line theory calculation
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(Reference 12) was performed, as a second method to provide an independent I
check. This second method uses an effective propeller blade aspect ratio
concept (see Appendix IV). The geometric aspect ratio is 3 which is, therefore,
an upper limit . The resulting propeller efficiency at I8o rpm is plotted vs.
effective aspect ratio in Figure 2L. The effective aspect ratio is determined
by an iterative downwash matching procedure described in Appendix IV. It is
found that the propeller blade effective aspect ratio is 1.7 yielding a pro-
peller efficiency of 58% (Table I).

TABLE I
Fundamental

Source Thrust Efficiency HP Rotational SfL, dB

USAF (Ref. 7) 220 76% 66 57*

YO-3A/IKSC (Ref. 3) 50% 100 62
Present Lifting

Line Theory

AR = 1.7 58% 86 60

3.0 69% 73 58

*Not including empirical corrections for static test results

It is seen that the present rotational SPL results are 3 dB higher than A
the USAF results on a basis of HiP (this comparison excludes the empirical
cnrrections in the USAF/Hamilton Standard mFthod. which are included in the
USAF/Hamilton Standard data of Fignre 22). It is notcd from Table I above
that since ARe must be less ..hai 3, the propeller efficiency could not
exceed 69%. It is noted that the present lifting line results are much
closer to the propeller efficiency data obtained from the YO-3A flight test
performance report, and, despite some uncertainty abiut lifting line theory
for such low aspect ratios, it is seen that even by assuming a 100% span
loading efficiency (ARe = 3) one predicts much lower efficiency (69%) than is
calculated in the UZAF computer program.

•"While the 3 dB difference in axisymmetric SPL is only a small part of
the empirical discrepancy, it will be seen later that the deterioration of

Iropeller blade efficiency has a much more significant role through the en-
hancement of the circumferential non-uniformity of the blade loading.

b. Blade Non-Uniform Inflow Effects

The effects of non-uniform inflow which produce cir,ýumferentiaflly non-
uniform loads are analysed in detail in Appendix IV. The basic causes are (i)
the velocity field induced by the wing lift circulatory flow producing both
upwash and backwash velocity components, and (2) the propeller disc angle of
attack upwash component. These upwash and backwash velocities, when expressed
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in cylindrical coordinates in the propeller disc plane, provide circumferential
and axial fljw comp onents which vary around the circumference of the propeller
disc. The circwnferential changes of inflow velocities produce changes in
thrust and torcp:: forces, via changes the dynamic pressure (based on relative
blade velocity) and via changes in the blade angle of attack. These circum-
ferential changes in thrust and torque are then expressed as a complex Fourier
series which allows use of existing theory (Morse and Ingard Reference 13) for
non-uniform loading (NIL) effects.

The basic results of the inflow non-uniformity effects are given in
Figure 25. These are considered the most important results of the theoretical 4
study. The solid curve labeled "present axisymmetric theory" also includes an
improved chordwise blade loading solidity factor to be discussed below. The
top solid curve shows that the effect of inflow non-uniformities on loading
proJuce a 8 to 14 dB increase of absolute levels, compared to axisymmetric
theory and 5 to 6 dB of the "bucket" noise level differential. The comparison
bctween experimental data and the top dashed curve shows good agreement. This
indicates that the propeller blade wake/wing interaction effect which, in com-
bination with the inflow non-uniformities, very nearly accounts for the entire
tthueket" in the S1 1, vs. rpm curve at constant thrust speed and at 125 ft.

altitude. At low rpm, the inflow non-uniformity (e.g. "loading harmonies")
irrn-ezses relative to high rpm values, which explains most of the measured
7 dB increase above tbe bottom of the "bucket." As discussed in Appendix IV
(Section 2h(3)(a)) non-axisymmetrie radiation efficiency increases greatly
over axisymw-tric radiation efficienay which is characterized by circumferen-
tial destructive interference. This leads mathematically to higher order
Bessel functions which &re small ir. magnitade at low tip Mach numbers.

Analysis of tLe loading harmuijci datua (sec Figure 26 and 27)' 4,!hich r,
used in generating Figure 25 shows that the first loading barmonic (the co-
efficient oz sin 91) is by far the dominant term. Furthermore as shown in
Figunes 2$ througn 30 the loading harmonics increase with decreasing rpm in
a manner 'vr'i•n correlates as a function of the blade lift coefficient. This
correlation provides a rational basis for using the blade lift coefficient as
a parameter for correlating the empirical corrections to the USAF computer
.program.

Figure 31 shows the increment in SPL due only to non-aniform load (NUL)
effects. This was obtained by taking fully into account the radial variation
of the loading harmon•.s. Figure V2 shows the results of an alternative approx-
imate calculation of WUL effects, obtained by calculating the first two loading
harmonies (LH) at only a single radial position, (r/rt)wH. It is found that a
valve of (r/rt)mii of about .55 would nearly duplicate resulits which account for
the radial variation of the LH. Figure 33 shows a correlation of the ASPL due
to non-uniform loading as a function of the first torque loading harmonic, b9._
Also shown is a simple analytical approximation valued for small values of
wave number times radius. The result is
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Figure 31 Fundamntal Rotational Noise Increment, A SPINDL D)u To
Non-Uniforw Loading (NUL) vs. RPM at 220 Lb. Thrust For
The Standard YO-3A 3 Blade Propeller
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a s o t (l-M) 2(7)

where, Y is the altitude, X is the observer distance ahead of the propeller
disc plane, Qis the shaft rotation frequency (radiars/sec.) a is the speed of
sound, and k is the wave number.

The above approximations will be found very useful for considering
effects such as changing the ratio of wing separation distance to propeller
diameter, or changing the propeller shaft angle of attack. For such para-
metric studies one needs only to calculate (bl) at (r/rt) = .55 and determine
the A SPL due to non-uniform loading from Figure 33 or Equation 6 above.

C. Chordwise Blade Loading Effects

In Appendix IV a new solidity factor for blade loading is derived which
differs from. the standard assumption of uniform chordwise loading leading to
the solidity factor (Equation IV-54)

SF= r sin (mBb cosOh) (3)o os 0 b - 2r

This term is the leading factor in the axisymmetric radiation equation (Equation
5 of Reference 7 and Equation IV-15 of Appendix IV herein).

The new solidity term pertains to the chordwise loading appropriate to the
angle of attack component or additional lift from airfoil theory. Figure IV-10
of Appendix IVshows the angle of attack chordwise loading which is expressible
as (See Appendix IV Section 2b(3)(c), Equation IV-55)

dc1  2 sinca - (9)

where (-i-:x-zl) defines the dimensicnless chordwise position on the blade,
referred to the semichord. with origin at midchord. Near the leading edge,
x = -1, the loading increases inversely as the square root of leading edge
distance. This in a consequence of well-known thin airfoil theory assumptions,
and the load variation has been found to be accurate experimentally except
within a distance from the leading edge of about one leading edge radius . As
described in Appendix IV,when this loading is Fourier analyzed employing
certain Bessel function identities, one obtains a new (complex) solidity
factor (see Equation TV-59, IV-60)
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SF = SF + 1SF.
r (±_)

where

S F Kin (2 cos s c nin a + b av' 7.
TF 1 % (od 1 + (2g sin+ soin %L b (a)

S 1 ffl cl
SF =~-I~--(-2r sin a. sin c~)J (7)L
i c 2 2 7r a (±1)

J0 (Z) and J1 (Z) are Bessel functions of the first kind of orders zero and

one, respectively, whose argument is

Z (-xBb cos eb/2r) (12)

Here, b cosb is the blade chord projection on the propeller disc plane; r,
the local propeller radius; m, the harmonic number; and B, the number of blades.
The tangential force coefficient in tbe blade (Equation 1-34)

c d' a) as(13)
o cd cos a av i a (3 %-

Clo is the camber lift coefficient and c1 is the total section lift coeffic.lent.

One can see that if the angle of attack goes to zero that

C, CcI = lo

SFr =S

±F 0

"For small values of Z (low solidity)

Jo (z) 1

-/,,N , .. , (15)"Li1  k" - 1

The new solid' 'y factor produces only a minor increase in noise within the
practical opexating regime for the YO-3A. In Appendix IV,it is estimated not
to exceed 1.5 dB; however, in the major noise radiating region of the pro-
peller disc (r/r > .5), the local blade angles of attack do not exceed 7
degrees. Therefore, the effect is probably less than 1 dB in most cases.
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A Minor Theoretical Correlation to the Axisymmetric Theory

The blade acrodynanic parametric study was based on the followng axisynimetric
radiation fonmula (Equation 18, page 7'W of Reference 13; See also Equation IV-15
of Appendix I•

-isB ai t+i 4 m Up
-i mB p t2p14 Ibri M +X/S ) d rad dr (16)

P- ' I I.hC ý _
*[S " - + - r r d r $

((1-M ) 01 dr -r
mBO- S0

4'n0 12~ (+MX)+ mB + T) (17')÷m= a 0o!

In Peference 7 , the radi'ition factor is stated to be (see Equation IV-15,
Appcndix rV, Section lb(2) (a), and Equation 7 of Reference 7)

(1_M2) I-I-r- (agBd
'Jrad J (arg - 2 2 Y [ .ar ) - m Bar•) i (18)

An independent derivation of this factor snovrs that it should be (Equation WV-21)

1rad ¶J(ary,,) + 2 (nBg I0

arg =L:Y (e j _) m/s + (2o)

The second and th-ird terms are minor corr~ctions for source position along
the propeller radius and in general Yr/S < < 1 where Y is the altitude.
The new• theoretical correction is to change the sign of the 90 degree phase
shifted tenr (i factor). The quantative difference is negligible; however,
this is mentioned, since it was discovered as part of the overall quest for
significant errors.

In the present calculations, involving complex numbers, the radial integrations
for r(al and imaginary parts were conducted separately a Ld then the -vector
magnitudes of the integrated far field pressures were ca'iculated. Accordingr=
to present thinking, the axisymmetric theory for far field noise Lhoild read
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d. Blade Wake/Wing Interaction Effects

The effects of blade wake/wing interaction are shown in the top dashed
curve of Figure 25. The explanation is detailed in Section lb(3)(b) of Appendix)
IV. Briefly, the propeller blade/wake velocity defect appears to the wing I

like a gust of short wave length, setting up a fluctuating force on each side

of the wing occurring at the blade passage frequency, with a weaker unsteady
force fluctuation over the entire wing at twice the blade passage frequency.
The radiating a-.ea is large, roughly equal to the wing root chord times the
prop diameter, arld is estimated to be nearly in phase with the direct propeller
rotational noise, siace the wing interaction occurs at aljsost exactly one
revolution after blade passage. Also the wing radiation efficiency is taken
to be that of a point dipole. At low wave number, dipole effic.iercy increases
with wave nuraber squared, while for an axisyllffetriL 3 bladed p oller, radia-
tion efficiency is proportional to wave number to the sitn power for the
Sfundamental frequency, thus being a very inefficient radiator at low wave I
numbers. This weak efficiency is the result of destructive acoustic inter-
ference between blades when the circuwmferential integration of the propeller
disc is carried out, leading[ mathematically to the Bessel functions which
describe axisynimetric propeller noise radiation. I

e. Effects of Wing Separation and Airplane Angle of Attack on Rotational
Noise

ite earlier dU±i2usoll Vf1 vI t :u nun-wlaurul iuauihl6 LL£ecus :ur t YUO-e A
pertains to a configuration where the wing separation distance is

Xw/f = 1, Zw/D = .2.14

where Xw, and Zw are respectively the streamwise and vertical separation dis-
tances between the center of the propeller disc plane and the quarter chord
point of the meanl aerodynamic chord of the wing where the wing lift is known
to act (Reference , 2 ). The aircraft propeller axis angle of' attack is
estimated to be 2.88 for the following wing loading parameters given in
Table II (see also Appendix IV, page 136)
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TABLE II

YO-3A Aerodynamic Parameters

True Values Reference Values

Aircraft Weight 3750 lb.
2 2Wing Area 204 ft 180 ft

Forward Speed 125 ft/see

Dynamic Pressure 18.6 psf

Wing Lift Coefficient, C ,W .985 1.12

c (a = o) .375 .33

Wing Incidence 2.50

Wing Angie of Attack 5-38

Propeller Angl.e of Attack 2.880

Wing Span 57 feet

Effective Wing Span 40 feet (e = .7)

Leter in this report, propeller design charts will be presented where-
in the propeller diameter is changed. The design charts include the empirical
corrections for the YO-3A which implies a constant ratio of wing separation
distance t- Lrapcrlý and d tinteaLn+ no the sam. propeller shaft
angle of attack. It is therefore of interest to examine the effect of changing
these wing separation and angle of attack factors.

Figures 35 to 37 present, as examples, the desired informatlon at
480 rpm. Figures 314 and 36 display the variation of the first torque loading
harmonic, bwp, as functions, respectively of wing separation distance, and of
propeller shaft (aircraft) angle of attack, aac" Figures 35 and 37 shcw the
corresponding rotational noise increments, ASPLNUL, due to non-uniform loading
(NTfL) effects. Figures 35 and 37 are derived from Figures 34 and 36 by mn&ns
of the correlation of ASPLNuL vs. shown earlier in Figure 33 and inEquation 6.

f. Methods of Reducing Rotational Noise for a Fixed Aircraft Weight
and Propeller Diameter

From the previous discussion it can be seen that reducing non-uniform

loading (NUL) effects on the rotaLional noise at low rpm depends primmrily on
two basic effects:

(1) Reducing the upwash and backwash at thie propeller disc plane due
to the wing lift circulatory flow fields
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Firet Fourier Sine Torque Loading Harmonic, b., at 48o RPM

Evaluated at R/RT = .75
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(2) Reducing airlana angl.e of attack

The reduction of the NUL effects caused by the wing lift circulatory
flow for a given aircraft weight and propeller diameter can be accomplished
several ways:

"* by increasing wing separation distance

"* by increasing the effective wing span either through improved
span loading efficiency or by physically increasing the wing span

"* by increasing the forward speed at a given rpm. This also
reduces the blade angle of attack required to develop a given
thrust, slightly improving propeller efficiency

Aircraft weight balance and structural considerations limit the
potential for increasing wing separation. Structural considerations generally
limit the achievable aspect ratio on an airplane.

The reduction of aircraft angle of attack can be accomplished by

several means,

* by increase of wing area to reduce wing lift coefficient

* by increase of wing incidence relative to the propeller shaft

* by use of trailing edge flaps

* by increase of forward speed

The wing area sizing and incidence setting are fundamental to the
entire aerodynamic design; therefore, the possible changes are dependent on
the total aircraft mission requirements. Trailing edge flaps are generally
desirable from a standpoint of aircraft takeoff and landing performance, and
consequienty,it would appear easy to adjust the flap setting to give zero pro-
peller axis angle of attack for a given wing incidence and forward speed.

The effectiveness of forward speed increases is limited by the air-
frame generated noise. Since the airframe generated noise follows a velocity
to the sixth power times wing area law, a 26% forward speed increment would
increase the airframe noise by 6 dB. Recent work by Healy (Reference 10
estimates that the QASPL for the YO-A airframe noise is about 54 dB,
therefore, a 6 dB increase in airframe noise might be permissible without
masking the propeller vortex noise.

2. THEORETICAL REVIEW OF VORTEX NOISE

The vortex noise theoretical evaluation is detailed in Appendix IV, which
provides a critique of the various options of the computer program :'f Refer-
ence . Also AppendixIV provides a rationale for the empirical method
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finally adopted to correct the vortex noise predictions of Reference 7 , namely
a procedure to relate vortex noise levels to rotational noise. The rationale
states that there exist random fluctuating tangential force dipoles
(having their maximur directivity in the disc plane,) and random fluctuating
thrust di.poles (having their maximum directivity in the thrust direction).

It is faxrther argued that the fluctuating tangenti.al force dipole (tiich
governs overhead noise) can be expressed in terms o' fluctuating lift, t/dr,
fluctuating drag, OD/dr, and the advance angle aav according to

= cos a + !L sin a (22)

At low rpm, 0a, is large and both the fluctuating lift and drag increase
with blade lift coefficient, and contribute more to the torque dipole. Thus
from both a directivity and an intensity standpoint t.ne tangential force
governing overhead vortex noise leve2. would be expected to increase at low
rpm.

It is postulated that the fluctuating tangential force is proportional
to steady tangential force; hence, this implies a relationship to the fxtaamen-
tal rotational noise at overhead,

There is a further discussion of radiation efficicncy in Appendix IV,
where, because of the random phase of the fluctuating vortex dipole forces,
one would not expect the destructive acoustic interference found in axisym--
metric rotational noise; therefore, the acoustic radiation of the separate
b la des around the disc is likely to be additive on. an cncrgy basis and have
Lhe efficiency of a distribution of random point dipoles being proportional
to wave noumber squared. This is in contrast to the inefficient (wave number
to the sixth power) radiation efficiency of axisymmetric propeller rotational
noise for thu fundamental tone of a 3 bladed propeller.

In conclusion, the above theoretical discussion indicates that the
principal causes of the discrepancy between theory and measured data, both
for rotational noise and for voz tex noise for' the Y%-3A are strongly dependent
on the blade loading or lift coefficient. Accordingly, it seems reasonable
to expect to find an empirical correction which is expressable a5 a function
of the blade lift coefficient.

3. SUMMARY

The comprehensive theoretical, study of propeller blade aerodynamic loads I
has been made to discover if errors in blade load predictions would explain
the "bucket" in the curve of rotational noise vs. rpm. The results show
that axisyumetric blade loading efficiency effects contribute to,but axe not
entirely responsible for the bucket phenomena. Independent Lockheed far field
rotational noise calculations assuming axisymmetric blade loading show:
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"* Trends of ftudamental rotational noise SPL vs. rpm which parallel the
USAF computer program results at a constant propeller thrust.

"* Rotational SPL vs. propeller horsepower tends to fall on a single
curve at a given rpm, regardless of the blade aerodynamic parameter
being varied. The Lockheed calculations were adjusted to match
YO-3A project data for propeller performance. The blade aerodynamic
parameters being varied include blade camber, lift coefficient, blade
pitch angle, and zero lift drag level. This model is found to give
an excellent representation of airfoil section characteristics, such
as those of the NACA 63 series.

* A large discrepancy is noted between propeller efficiency data as
predicted by the USAF computer program (Reference 8 ) when compared
to YO-3A flight test performance data. An independent calculation
was made in the present study using lifting line theory which predicts
propeller efficiency values closer to the YO-3A performance data.
These values are much lower than the USAF computer program values at
low rpm conditions.

The failure to entirely explain the SPL vs. rpm "bucket" by means of
axisy-nmetric blade loading effects led to a review of the acoustic radiation
theory, This theoretical review revealed the following:

o A minor correction to axisymmetric theory was found for the source
position term. This correction, however, has negligible effect on
the predicted noise.

* The evaluation of non-uniform ..h.ort... 1se bladc loading -effects at.

high angles of attack leads to a new (complex) blade solidity factor,
causing b. slight increase in the predicted rotational SPL at low r'pm
(less than 1.5 dB) for axisymmetric blade loads.

The mcrt likely explanation for the measured rotational noise level
increase and "bucket" in the curve of SPL vs. rpm arises from two factors:

* Circumferentially non-uniform blade loads, caused by inflow variations
into the propeller disc plane--these variations yield a 8 to 14 dB
increase in rotational. SPL level compared tc the standard axisymmetric
theory, and contribute about 5 dB towards the bucket effect.

* The interaction of the propeller blade wake with the wing generates
fluctuating lift forces on the wing. This dipole source which produces
significint far field radiation is assumed to be in phase with the
basic propeller rotational noise. The strength of the wing interaction
noise increases greatly at low rpm and high blade lift coefficients
and radiates more efficiently than t-e propeller blades.

Two causes of the circumferential changes of propeller loading were analyzed:
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"* The propeller disc plane angle of attack effect (Uprash effect)

SThe induced upwash, and backwash through the pro-eller disc plane
caused by the wing lift circulatory flow.

The acoustical effects of circvimfcrential non-uniformities in th2 blade
loading were evaluated by nmans of deriving Fourier coefficients for the blade
loading called loadirn harmonics (MII) and applying a modification of the theo-
retical expressions for far field noise given by Morse and Ingard. Physically,
the effect of inflow non-uniformity of blade loading is to eliminate the de-
structive interference between the acoustic fields of individual blades which
is characteristic of axisymuitric propeller noise theory. The decrease of
destructive interference causes a large increase in radiation efficiency at
low ti.p speeds for the non-uniform loading case.

The above mentioned wing interaction and propeller disc inflow non-
uniformi.y effects are both airplane configuration effects; however, the YO-3A
propeller installation is believed representative of a single engine propeller
aircraft. Serious design limitations generally would prevent larger separation
distances between the wing and the propeller, which would be one obvious approach
to eliminating the above effects.

The thecretical studies of rotational noise indicate three possible paths
to reducing propeller rotational noise:

"* Increasing the separation distance between propeller and wing.

"* Decreasing propeller shaft angle of attack at the desired, forward
speed for quiet operation.

"* Decreasing the blade ltft coefficients by means of:

- Increasing the number of blades

- Increasing the propeller diameter

The practicality of any of these measures must be carefully examined for
each airciaft design, considerihg the total mission effectiveness.

A review of three vortex noise prediction options in the USAF computer
program revealed minor theoretical inconsistencies, and shortcomings of
empirical constants derived from static propeller tests. Also, it is shown
that one may expect random fluctuating torque and random fluctuating thrust
forces which are postulated as being proportional to the steady state thrust
and torque forces. This hypothesis which leads to a rationale for empirically
relating the vortex noise level to the rotational noise, is shown to be a
successful means for estimating propeller vortex noise at overhead conditions.

The review of the theory of rotational and vortex noise indicates that
the principal causes of discrepancy between theory and etperiment are related
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to the blade lift coefficient which is therefore suggested as a significant
parameter for correlation of the empirical corrections to the USAF computerprogram.
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SECTION VI

EMPIRICAL MODIFICATIONS FOR AIR FORCE COvL2hR PROGRAM

I
Tlis section contains the empirical modifications for the Air Force

computer program that were developed in this study from flyover data acquired
in the October tests of the YO-3A flying with the three different propellers.
These modifications included corxections for predicting these noise character-
istics:

* Absolute and relative levels of rotational noise for fundaurntal,
second and third harmonic frequencie3,

* Direetivity of the rotational noise,

* Absolute levels of vortex noise in the one-third octave band where
the maximum level occurs,

* Spectral shape of the vortex noise,

* Prediction of the one-thir-d octave band where the peak level occurs.

The quality of experimental data was not good enough to determine directivity
of second and thirl rotational noise frequencies and, in the absence of valid
data, it is suggested that directivity of fundamental rotational noise fre-
quency be used to characterize directivity of the higher harmonic f'requencies.
Likewise, the directivityg of the vortex noise, as determined by experimental
data, is in question due to ground reflection effects near the peak levels.

Therefnre, it- 4_ -rncrnAmennued tn.1-. thei onr l change s-. in the enapouter generated
directivity characteristics are thosc implicit in the empirical procedure
for correction of vortex noise at the overhead position.

1. PROPELILR ROTATIONAL NOISE

It is recommended that the Air Force propeller rotational noise predic-
tion program be modified in the follooing manner:

A'~L x1 =PT OxCHORD F +0C

Where, SPLT Predicted Sound Pressure Level (dB) of Loadirn Noise (onlly) for
given rotational noise harmonic

SPL -:Corrected Sound Prea.sure Level (dB) of Rotational Noise Harmonic

m = Harmonic number

a = Empirical exponent =3.0

C = Empirical constant
68
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C x CH Frodurt prope.1ler lift coefficient times chord
1 REF. "'M f, for tLe three-ýuarters propeller radius station.

Reference values are taken near mininnim v-alues
for measured data.

C x CHOJ_ýDRFF. 0.1433 (when chord is expressed in feet)
REF.

m = 1, C = +4.0 dB

m = 2, C = -1.0 dB

m = 3, C = -10.0 dB

Figures 38, 39, and 40 illustrate the use of this modification to the computer
program for fitting measured and predicted data for the standard three blade,
acoustic three blade, and standard six blade propellers. Figure 41 shows the
recomwnded directivity for rotational noise. Measured data for the rotational
noi;e fundamental frequency of the standard three blade and acoustic three
blade propellers are shown for comparison. This directivity pattern should bc
sub.-tituted for the existing directivity pattern (i.e., does not modiiy existing
directivity pattern).

2. PROFEIJER VORTEX NOISE

It is recommended that the Air Force propeller vortex noise prediction
program be raodified in the following manner:

C
SPL SPL - + 10 LOG/ 75 +

VI) I b

.75 REF

S PL vp = Sound Pressure Levt;l (W of Vortex Noise in
Peak One-Third Octave Band

SPL f = Le-vel of lundamental Rotational Noise (i.e.,
M = 1) Frequen3y Predicted by Modified Air
Force Computer Program

C Chord of Propeller at 0.75 Radius
75

C = Chord of Reference (i.e., Standard 3 Blade
75 REF. Propeller at 0-75 Radiab) Propeller

= 1.0 foot

C B = Empirical Constant

B = Number of Propeller Blades
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(Standard 3 Blade Propeller)
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C 2 16. 0 dB

13.7 dB3

4 -- 3.5 dB

C -8.0 d13
5

C 5 .3 dB6

Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the use of this modification to the computer
prograra for fitting measured and predicted data for the standard three blade
and acoustic three blade propellersrespectively.

3. SLWdARy

Figures 38 through 43 are comparison charts of measured and predicted
noise using the original Air Force computer program and the modified program.
The degrt,,-- of change ir predicted noise and the improved f.ccuracy of the
noise prediction can be observed in these charzs. Figure 13 in the previous
section shows the recommended spectral characteristics for broadband vortex
noise,

1hese modifications charge the levels, spectra, and directivities of the
predicted noise in a ma=er that provides good agreement for the standard
three blade propeller and acceptable agreement for the acoustic three blade
ana ýtandard -,ix bladc propcý!Iýr.
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SECTION VII

DESIGN CHARTS FOR LOW TIP SPEED PROFELLERS

Design charts for low tip speed propellers that can be used in the design
of future propeller driven quiet aircraft are presented in this section. Thcse
charts were constructed from noise prediztions made by the Air Force using the
modified Air Force computer program. Input data on propeller configuration
and nperation were supplied by CALAC. An aircraft configuration similar to the"
YO-3A was assumed. Input data were as follows:

Propeller Blade Configur&tion: Same as standard 3 blade propeller Used
on YO-3A scaled to size

Diameter: 8, 10, and 12 feet Forward Flight Speed: 125 ft/sec

Number of Blades: 2, 3, and 6

Thrust: 100, 200, 300, 4oe, and 500 pounds

Helical Tip Speed: 0.2 to 0.4 MIa2h

The modified Air Force computer program provided predictions of one third
octave band levels for both rotational and vortex noise for the overhead posi-
tion at an altitude of 325 feet. From these levels Overall Sound Pressure Level
(OXSPL) was computed. Aural Detection Ranges (ADR) were also predicted for the
various propellers and operating conditions assuming the atmospheric and ambient
backgrouna noise conditions s3LaLed in ReferGein 7 (rat ime J'ugle).

In the design charts OASfL and ADR are shown as fLuictions of the several
variables. It shoul be noted that ADR is dependent upon spectral content and
shape as wel as noise level. For this reason, the trends shown in GASEL and

ADR charts are usually not identical. The assumption is made in all cases, of
course, that the propeller is the predominant noise source. The intended use
of these design charts is discussed below and the information on the general
subject of aural detection of quiet aircraft, based on severatl years of ex-

7 perience involving such aircraft, is also presented.

1. USE OF! DPESYfN CHARTS

The purpose of the low tip speed propeller design charts is to support
conceptual and preliminary design of propeller driven quiet aircraft that re-
quire thrust levels from 100 to 500 pounds. Such aircraft are assuxrd to re-
quire propeller tip speeds in the range from Mach 0.2 to 0.)h where design
information has riot previously been available. While the charts presented in
this section arc considered adequate for these initial dcsign studies, it
must be emphasized that any final detailed design should include more extensive
work involving the impact of aircraft configuration. Theoretical results show
that the position of the wing rtlative to the propeller, for example, can in-
fluence the levels of propeller noise. Therefore, in detailed d(,-sign siudies
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the modified Air Force computer program should be 'ased to predict propeller
noise of spec'fic designs, and these results should be adjusted for impact of
aircraft configuration as discussed above in Section V.

The design charts presented below wrc intended to provide the capability
to involve acoustic noise criteria in the important initial trade off studies
with other performance requirements in the concept and preliminary design stage.
Examples of such application are given below for each of the types of charts.

a. Figure 144. - This series of charts showsthe minimum OASPL and ADR
Ahat can be achicvcd with propeller driven aircraft. In the course
of this study it has been demonstrated that minimum noise is not
necessarily produced at minimum propeller tip speed. For these charts
the optimum propeller tip speed to achieve ninimum noise is assuned.
In general, these charts show the minimun acoustic noise goals that
are reE stic for aircraft requiring a given thrust and are constrained
by props-iler dismeter and number of blades.

b. Figures 45 through 1'7. - Th.s series of charts show the effects of
propeller helical tip speed and indicate the tip speed required to
achieve the acoustic goals with given propeller diameters. A factor
of prime importance in any quiet aircraft design is the amount of
speed reduction required between the engine and propeller. Both size
and weight penalties for the speed reduction system are involved.
These charts show the tip speed, which defines speed reduction re-
quired for a given engine that is dictated by acoustic criteria.
They also show the acoustic penalty in terms of OASPL and ADR if
compromises must be made to satisfy other requirements. These charts

are cenvenient to use when propefler diameter is established and
cannot be changed.

e. Figures 48 through 50. - These charts are similar to those discussed
above but are plotted in a format that is convenient when an aircraft
of given thrust is under consideration.

These design charts for low tip speed propellers should estimate the OLSPL
masured in flyover tests at altitudes of 125 feet with acceptable accuracy.
Likewise, the relative noise levels predicted for competing designs should provide

4 useful quantitative information for trade off studies. However, experience
has shown that re" tistic predictions or measurements of aural. detection distances
are difficult end often contradictary. in the light of this exmrie-ince the
following discussion is presented.

2. AURAL DETECTION RANGE

As noted at the beginning of this report, the objective of development of
quiet aircraft is to operate covertly at night over enemy territory. The low
acoustic noise signature of such airplanes is the means of avoiding aural
detection by observers on the ground. Thus to evwluate performance of quiet
aircraft designs it is important to have some realistic estimate of ADR.
Experience has shown that such an estimate is difficult to obtain. Actually
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this range problem is fairly comumon andl occ-u-s in other syt;t; such ais those
Using Iadar or seismic techniques, but in the problTm of determination of ADR
of quiet aiiplarcs difficulties of evaluating h11mia response arc added.

Ir gencrail, the airplane emits an acouit'c lioise whose noise lcevY s,
spectra, and directivity caln be mcasured. Exjperiencc with the YO-3A showed
t- Lt this noise signaturee was fairly constan~t for well1 nnintaincd airplancs.
This noise is attentuated in the atmosphere hile being radiated from the air
to the ground. Experience shows tUat tee atteniuation factor varies a great
deal and is ,iozt difficuit to evaluate. Standard tables for atmospheric
attenuation of sound is a 6gross assumption us:ually imade that is not often
representative of actulal conditions. !rinully the observer on the grow i mu:
bear and recognize the noise. Obviuusi.y the levels and spectra of am'nient
backgro-und noise and the masking effect of this noise is a factor, but, the
observers ability to hear and recognize the airplane noise i s also o izp-r-ance.

In the light of these several factors, predictions of ADR Pus-' ½-lde
simplifring,, assumptions. The method discu.:ed in Reference 7 • typic&- :f
such calculations.

On the quiet airplane program it was possible to determine a •racticCl
ADR from thousanvs of olperational flights in SEA. In addition, m. % calcula-
tions using conventional analytical methods were maide for the YO-3, flyinLg -ith
the different propellers. Finally, in a series of field tests ill CajforziL
a determination of ADR of the YC-3A flying with the standard six bla-e j :coelLe -

was made. These three different methods yield widely different daterrina'te
of A]]R thac seems to be yet another paradox in quiet airplane acoustics.

a. Actual Field Operations

Even though several YO-3A aircraft operaýted in SEA for almast a your,
their use was limited to small land areas and could not be considtred a typical
Arubr night operation; therefore, ground obsi rvers probably were not alerte-d to
expect tnese airplanes. This factor probably contributed to failua cf ri,
people on the glound to detect and recognize the aircraft. Bccausc of the
filteringZ process of the effects of atmospheric attentuation, hearin, tineshold,
and masking, the audible noise is usually limited to a frequency ranj between
about 200 and 700 Hz. Such noise does not "sound" like a small airplane, or if
identified as originating from above may be mistaken for a high flying jet air-
craft. (The low and slow quiet aircraft has an aplparent soundl and source tra-
-eaon Simi]lr tn a. 1ioh and fast commercial Jet airplane.) If the observer
cannot id'•ntify direction, he may also think that it is a distant tr _ck or tank.
Another possibility is that he knows there is an aircraft but doesn't care. The
airborne observer is viewing the ground with a night vision deviec. Perhaps the
man on the ground thinks he cannot be seen in the dark. On the other hand the
YO-3A carried no weapons. Perhaps the people on the groind did not worry too
much about b•ing seen in their normal operation when no irmediate actltn was
taken against them.

What ever the cause, the YO-3A flying with both standard three and
six blade propellers operated at night at altitudes of 1500 to 2500 feet over
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SEA. Most times the actions of people observed on the ground appeared noral-
eaid they did not stum aware of the aircraft ove-head. Thus; the average ADR
as deteLrmtned in service is considered to be about 2000 feet.

b. Typical Predictions

Using the noise signature measured in the standard 1.25 feet flyover
tests, standard atmospheric absorption tables, and ambient background noise of
typical jungle conditions (as suggfsted in Reference 7) or mnasured in the field
tests in California, ADR was e!.tiraatcd for the YO-3A flying witlh all propellers.
These analyrtical predictions produced estinates greater than those deterx.ined
in SEA. Predictions of 3000 to 5002 feet were common. An average predicted
ADR of 4000 feet can be assumed.

c. Simulated Field Tests

Prior to deployiwent of the YO-3A overseas, a series of field tests
weiE conducted in a remote location in California. The principal author of
th2s report was present at these tests and it is his subjective judgement that
th a aircraft flying with the standard six blade propeller can be heard and
idT ified by a "cued" observer at distances of 6C %0 to 10,000 feet. In these I
tes s the ambient background noise my" have been somewhat below the levels

at-artuted to night jungle conditions. However, the average ADR observed in
t.e-a field tests must be assumed to be about 8000 feet.

IThe conclusion must be drawn that allowances must be made for a number of
sutj-& _t ve factors when considering aural detection range. For the three
mt.- s of determination of ADR discussed above, average values of 2000, 000,
e id i AOG feet were obtained, respectively. This obviously is a geometric pit-
£utss_•, that depends on method of determination.

h.- :a- culated ADE values shown in the design charts can be used to
&1.=mitzt -- aýAtive values in design studies. But it shouid be renn.bercd tViýt
I---* alti-:ut es may be possible in service, and in simulated field tests

gz--rE .e ADL' may be measured.

"- \LvPiE )F ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION EFFECTS

A z mentio:ied above, it is unlikely that the air to ground prosagation
dctcrt:ned fr.= standard atmospheric tables is realistic for field eoniitic,,s.
AtL taexlp-e -" s, i s given b c !' A .... ,

Figure 5- is a long time history of a flyover conducte st E ". altitut.e of
epproximatels 300O feet. OASPL and selected one third octav, lcve, -a-
shiown for a tctaL time period of' many seconds. This initial P!y'-:
YO-3A using tie tindard six blade propeller seems typical. Figure 52
tne one third oc a -e band spectrum for near overhead position. The significant
feature of this si ctrun' is the prominence of the fundKmental rotational noi.neei
in the 63 Hz -and. Apparently this discrete frequency that was attenated by
the first de- •ruct:-:e ground reflection in lower altitaue tests Vt-s not
attenuated i: -t' is Aibhl altitude case. Perhaps scattering of the wave front
along this gEee-ter Jistanee accounts for this.
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SEA. Most timws the actions of people obscrv.d on the ground appeared normal
and they did no L cerm aware of the aircraft overhead. Thus, the average ADR
as determined in service is considered to be about 2000 feet.

b. T-pical h edictions

Using the noise signature measured in the standard 125 feet flyover
tests, standard atmospheric absorption tables, and ambient backgrouid noise of
typical jungl.e conditions (as suggested in Reference 7) or measured in the field
tests in California, ADPR was estimated for the Y0-3k fly-ing with all1 propellers.
These analytical predictions produced estimates greater than those determined
in SEA. Predictions of 3000 to 5000 :.±et were common. An average predicted
ADR of 4000 feet can br. assumed.

C. Simulated F.ield Tests

Prior to 'eplcymnnt of the YO-3A ov-e'seas, a series of field, tests
were conducted in a remote location in Califoruia. The principal author of
this report was present at these tests and it is his subjective judgement tnat
this aircraft. flying with the standard six blade propeller can be heard and
identified by a "cued" observer at distances of 6000 to 10,000 fnt. Tn these
tests the ambient background noise may have been soncw-hat belowv the levels
attributed to night jungl.e conditions. However, the avcra4e ABR observed in
these field tests must be assumed to be about 8009 feet.

The conclusion must be drawn that allowances must be made for a numbcr of
subjective factors when considering aural detection range. For the tbrece
methods of determination of ADR discussed above, average values of 2000, )jooo
and 8000 feet were obtained, respectively. This obviously is a geometric pro-
gression that depends on 7tihud of ..........

The calculated ADR values shown in the design charts can be used to
determine relative values in design studies. But it should be recmbered that
lower altitudes may be possible in service, and in simulated field tests
greater ADR's may be measured.

3. EXAMPLE OF ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION EFFECTS

AL mentioned above, it is unlikely that the air to ground propagation
determined from standard atmospheric tables is realistic for field econditintls.
An example of this is given below.

Figure 51 Is a long time history of a flyover conducteA' E: altitult of
approximately 3000 feet. GASPL and selected one third octavo . leve? ar-
shown for a total cime period of many seconds. This initial f"L-T V .'A
YO-3A using the standard six blade propeller seems typical, Figure 52
the one third octave band spectrum for near overhead position. The significwýt
ie.tture of this spectrum is the pxoioinonec cA' thi ±Nuianntsal rotetionl noise
in the 63 Hz band. Apparently this discrete frequency that was attenuated by
the first destructive ground reflection in lower altitude tests was not
attenuated in this high altitude case. Perhaps scattering of the wave front
along this greater distance accounts for this.
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Figure 52 Typical One-Third Octave Band Spectra For
High Altitude Flyover
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Figure 53 shows the same type of lonrg tim history taken about thirty
minutes later. (Both flyovers occurred in t.•rly mornilg.) Ili this case the
discrete frequency rotational noise fundamental suffers a series of depressions 4
in levels similar to "beat" phenomcna. As far as can Le determined source
levels did not var>. Average period of these oscillations in level is about
three seconds. The reason for these observed oscillations is not knowin.
Various assimed layered atmo ý'heric models have noL produced similar results.
However, these anoiialous oscillations in level arc observed often in. the field.
and should be accounted for in any new prediction technique for, ADR.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS

The foflowi4 ng conclusions are drawn from the tasks performea in this
study and described in this report.

1. Detailed analysis of noise data acquired from past flyover experiments
conductod with the YO-3A aircraft provided baseline information on far field
radIated noise from three different low tip speed propellers operatir4; over a
wide variety of conditions. These data, when corrected for certain factors
related to test conditions, wcxe of a suitably high quality in o-der to yield
reliable results.

2. Evidence developed during I-hii study 'verifies that the predominant
noise in the YO-3A aircraft acoustic noisa signature originates from the pro-
pe_ .er.

3. Review of the measured low tip speed propeller noise from the flyover
tests revealed the existence of unexpected and anomalous trends and levels that
.'re not predicted by conventioral propeller noise generation theory.

4. Discrepancies between measured flyover propeller noise and predictions
of such noise made by the Air Force computer program demonstrate basic inaccu-
racies in this noise p:'ediction program and suggesL inadequacies in conventional
theory.

5. Comparison of experimental results from static and flyover tests
demonstrated that only fl.-over experi-menal data were usef'ul in development
of empirical corrections for the Air Force computer program.

6. Comparison of measured low tip speed (Mach 0.2 to O.4) propeller fly-
over noise w4.th predictions made by the modified Air Force computer program,
demonstrated that th,' modified program wiln aceurately predict far field
rotational and vortex noise.

7. The comprehensive theoretical. study made of propeller blade aero-
dyn)amic loads led to rhe conclusion that the "bu.2ket" trend in the propeller
rotational noise could not be explained on the basic of axisymmetric blade
loading.

8. Further re;view of acoustic radi4aion tlheozy led to the ccucn.sion
that non-unifurm cbordvrise blade loading effects at high propeller angles of
attack contributed, but ara not entirely responsible for, the observed bucket
trends.

9. Final review of theory led to the concYusion that the predominiant
cause of the bucket trends in the observed rotational noise was caused by two
factors:
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* Circus'erentUaLdy non-uniform blade loads caused by
inflow nrietti•on. Wm- the propeLez disc plan.

* Interaction of the propeller bhadc- wake w.,Ith the ving
generating fluctuAting lift forces on the wing causing
a significant dipole noise assumed to be in phase with
the bssic propeller rotationLl noise

10. The theoretical and experimental efforts led to th,' conclusion that,
in order to account for the aforementioned buckiet trends, the empirical rota-
tional noise modifications to the Air Force computer program should be related
to the product of propeller blade lift coefficient and propeller chord.

11. A Review of the three propeller vortex noise prediction options inr
the Air Force computar progrem led to the conclusions that there existed:

* Minor theoretical inconsistencies

* Shortcomings in empirical constants based on static test results

12. Theoretical analysis led tý the conclusion that random fluctuating
torque and thrust 7orces, proportional to the steady state thrust and torque
forces, can be expected. It was therefore concluded that empirical modifies-
tions for vortex noise levels for the Air Force 'omputer program should be
related to the levels predicted for the propeller rotational noise.

13. In general, it is concluded that the modified Air Force computer
pro~gram resulting from this study will predtict far field radiated noise of
low tip speed propellers with sufficient accuracy to b-.. useful in the design
of propellers opereating in the tip speed range from Mach 0.2 to 0.4.
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SECTION Ix

RECO1MNIIATIONS

As e result of the accomplishments of this study it is recommended that:

1. The modified Air Force computer program and/or the design charts in
this report be used for development of future propeller designs for quiet pro-
peller driven aircraft.

2. Further theoretical work should be performed to exploit the gains
achieved in this study toward a goal of complete understanding of propeller
noise generation and development of realistic theoretical models that explain
the observed far field rEdiated noise.

2. More experimental dabtk shou.ld be acquired from either full scale
flight tests or appropriately detsigned laboratory tests to support the then-
retical effort recommended above.

14. Theoretical and experimental work should be performed that will explain )
the differences in character between the propeller noise generated 3-, f.Vover
and static experiments.
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APPENaDIX I

AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION
4

Measured lcoustic noise data were taken in past quiiet aircraft programs
at the Lockhtee••d Missiles and Spcu Comspai using two different aircraft and
three different propellers. Figures I-i and 1-2 show, respectively, the
Lockheed YO-3A Military Observation Aircraft and the Q,/STAR Research Aircraft.
Takeoff gross weights for these aircraft were approximately 3700 pounds for
the YO-3A, and 2600 pounds for the Q/STAR.

Each aircraft was flown with each of the three different propellers.
Figure 1-3 shows the standard 3 blade, constant speed, propeller; Figure 1-4
the standard 6 blade, fixed pitch, propeller; Figure 1-5 the acoustic 3 blade,
constant speed, propeller.

For static tests only the Q/STAR aircraft with wing removed was used.
All three propellers weare used in static testing.
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SAPPENPLX II

TEST AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Most of the aircraft flyover runs used in this program wore conducted at
the Crows Landing Naval Air Station, California, at an aircraft altitude of
125 feet. The acoustic measuring station was located in a grassy area between
the existing runways and taxiways on the airport proper. The UMSC mobile-
acoustic test support van was the only structure in the vicinity of the test
couirse.

Te flight test course was established as shown in Figure II-1. The air-
craft flyover flight path was arranged parallel and to the east of the main
ruwnay. The acoustic support van was positioned at the edge of the taxiway
as far as possible from the microphone location (a separation of approximately
400 feet).

The surveyor's transit was at the altitude measuring station located
1,000 feet from the microphone station on a line perpendicular to the flight
path as shown in Figure II-2. An altitude marker balloon was provided as a
guide for the pilot and enabled him to fly consistently along the rather con-
fined altitude corridor. The balloon waz positioned approximatelý 60 feet
east of the flight path, on the line-of-sight of the altitude measuring transit,
and was tethered so as to be 125 feet above ground level.

The static tests were conducted in Siunnyvale, California in a cultivated
* ...... d .. f..--- fo ay n--n. 1, g at. the I ASC complex. Figure

11-3 shows the static test course layout.

Figure I1-h shows the Lockheed Rye Canyon Research Laboratory data analysis
instrumentation used on this program.
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APPENDIX III

CORRECTIONS TO ANALYZED DATA

Corrections must be made to analyze data for the effects of both ground
reflection and doppler frequency shifts. These corrections arc discussed
below:

1. GROUND REFLECTION EFFECTS

Figure Ia-lilustrates the routine flyover test procedure. The micro-
phone at position (M) is always at a distance (h) of five (5) feet above the
ground. The aircraft is in straight and level flight at a velocity (V). The
altitude (A) above the microphone is usually 12.0 feet. At a given time (t)
the aircraft is at position (P) at a horizontal distance (x) from the overhead
position (0).

A direct acoustic noise ray travels from the aircraft the distance (D)
to the microphone. In addition, a reflected acoustic noise ray travels from
the aircraft and is reflected at the ground back to the microphone. The
travel distance of this reflected ray is taken as the distance (Z) to the
microphone image at position (M). The angles (a) and (e) are defined as the
angles of the direct and reflected rays with the horizontal flight path of

the aircraft.

It should be noted that the origin of the reflected ray is at a position
-lightly before position (P) since Z is always greater than D and arrival
times for both rays at M are the same. Honever, this factar is considered
negligible for purposes of this discussion.

Dr. G. E. Bowie, at Rye Canyon Research Laboratory, has conducted studies
on ground reflections in flyover data. He has used the following equation to
predict destructive ground reflection frequencies at the overhead position.

(2n + l) c
fh

where c is the velocity of sound and n is an integer (i.e., 0, 1, 3 . .

This assumes that there is no reactive component in the reflection co-
efficient (i.e., there is no phase change at the point of reflection). Under
most flyover conditions this equation predicts the destructive interference
frequencies quite well; therefore it will be assumed that the reflection
coefficient is a real number, (Rg). A more general equution (for aircraft in
any position P),

S(2n + 1) c
/A4+2h A
sin e sin af
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is developed as shown in the figure. For estimating constructive interference
frequencie. the term (2n) can be used in place of (2n + i) in either equation.

Dr. Bowie has suggested a plane wave model be used as illustrated in 4
Figure MI--2. The resulting equation for destructive interference frequencies

f (2n+l1) c
= h sin a

is easier to use and yields approximately the same results as the equation
derived from the point source model.

Using typical values for altitude and velocity of the YO-3A aircraft
stanedard flyover test, Figure III-3has been constructed. This figure shows
destructive ground reflection frequencies as a function of aircraft position.
One-third octave band center frequencies are also shown. Of course, there are
also constructive interference frequencies, and degrees of reinforcement and
caucellation in between. Figure m-'-4 shows a simple model assuming a real
reflection coefficient (Rg) and develops equations for maximum and minimum
values of SPL is also given.

Figure f11-5 shows plots of these parameters as functions of R This chart
is useful in that SPL c-an be determined from measured data from hth altitude
flyovers such as shown in Figure 11 -6. Peaks and troughs in this narrow band
spectrum are assumed to be reinforcement and cancellation maximum and minimum
values. This interpretation is supported by the good agreement shown between
calculated destructive ground reflection frequencies and the frequencies of
the troughs.

Once SPL is determined, the chart in Figure III-5 can be used to find R9.
Data from four high altitude flyovers were averaged to produce the chart stown
in Figare III-7of Rg as a funct _on of frequency. No data is available at low
frequencies and R is assumed to approach unity. Values of Rg thus determined
can then be used fn this equation

2SPL = 10 log (1 + R + + 2Rg cos inf/fd

to produce the data correction chart shown in Figure 11-5.

This chart was used to correct th-e analyzed data (i.e., narr band plots)
of flyover runs for production of the plots of rotational propeller noise dis-
cussed in this report.

2. DOPPLER SHIFT EFFECTS

Figure flI-gillustrates the routine flyover procedure at an altitude of
125 feet. As the aircraft flies over at this low altitude with a velocity of
74.3 kts there are obvious doppler shifts in the acoustic noise signature
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For destructive interference for

a. = 90 degrees,

for others O's,

(2 ,, .-+ i) ' ¶
fd 2Q--

Wwhere,

Q~y x +

x and,

7 rT7 0rd th en , 
i

M = aie ophone y(l + cos(180-2 a,)

h = microphone height Qbove ground

D = d=-ect ray -y( - cos 2 a)

R = reflected rhy 2 2
y = segmenV of reflected ray =y(l-cosa -÷sinO)
x = segment c.t rcflected ray 2

wF = plane vax front 2ysin or

y h/sIn

then,

Q 2hiln a

and,

fa .d (2n_ 1)_ _
4 b sin a

Figuire M, r. * ne Wave Model - Typical Flyover
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LAIRCRAFT ALTITUIX: 1-25 FT.
AIRCRAFT VELOCI'TY: 125FT /SE
MICRO1FON 1MIGHT (h): 5 FT.
VEL0CEY OF SOUND (c): 212o PS

60 ý 2p + i 630600 f 4h sin 3

M 4
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M 3
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Let R be the reflection coefficient
D such that,R|

aR = P / pd
Mg

then, by the law of cosines,

2 2
Pt Pd + Pr + 2 PdPr cos

GROUND where,

S= phase angle between

P and Pr

/ where fd is the first destructive

-P/t interference frequency. The ratio

due to the direct ray can be found,

pt =l+Rg + 2 R cosp

where cos 3 = 1, the ratio squared is 4D = direct ray amxmmvle

R reflected ray a mximum value,
M = microphone 2
p =pressure at microphone due IN +)2

to direct ray |•d-
Pr = pressure at microjhone due

to reflected rav ard, when coep -1, the ratio squared
Pt = total presare at microphone i a minim-,eu - talue,

due to both direct and

reflected rays 2 =_
SPL = Correction SPL t 2 ) 2

= SPL (re: Pd) IPd

'-e ....-.... r+tice c be nmpreased in terms of Sound Pressure Levels,

SFLm = 2o log (I + Rg) and SP.•i 2o log (l -R)

and the difference in Sound Pressure Levels is,

A SPh 20 log [(1 + R) / (l g)

Figure•I-4. Ground Reflection Equaticns
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Aircraft Flight Path - Velocity (V) P

1' a
h boiud

op~agati.On Path
Velocity (C)

1777-i771 17ioui i7 !11177 I 7 77f77
tv)

Doppler Frequency (f) Cos 0 vP;
r f o i --± - -

where,

fo= emitted frequency
v eponeit of V along sound

travel path

theref ore,

rc + v cos&
o -c

and,

x
COB a

x = Vt

•here,

h = height of aircraft
x = Jizontal distance of aircraft from

overhead at time (t)

then,

(i Find cos a as function of x and/or t.
Plot f as function of x and/or t.

Figure II-9. Doppler Shift Effects
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detected by the observer on the ground. These doppler shift effects- can be
predicted by the equations developed in the figure.

Figure IIi-10 shows the relationship of the ±'undanental rotational noise
frequency, doppler shifted according to aircraft position, tc the one-third
octave band widths, and to the first destructive ground reflection. These
predicted curves show, for example, that the 30 Hz rotational noise fundanental
frequency will switch from the 31.5 11z one-third octave band to the 25 itz band
approximately 1.0 second after the aircraft has passed overhead position. Thc
one-third octave band time histories shown in Figure III-1l verify this inter-
pretation. =
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APIrJDIX IV

SUIMARY OF PROPFELER NOISE/THEORETICAL STUDIES

1. {AEAMONIC ROTATIONAL NOISE

a. Furpose

T'he USAF Hamilton/Standard computer program (Reference 7 ) under-
predicts the harmonic rotational noise of the YO-3A, and furthermore fails to
detec6 the proper trend versus propeller rpm for the case of measured flyover
noise of the ILockheed YO-3A quiet surveillance aircraft, equipped with variable ¶
propeller speed. In particular a rotational noise "bucket" is found in the
YO-3A experimental data, when plotted vs. rpm, which is not predicted by the
standard axisymmetric propeller noise program of References 7 andS
These references are based on earlier work of References 14t and 15 for
loading noise and Reference 16 for thickness noise. The purpose of the
present study i.s to explain, if possible, the sources of discrepancy between
the standard theory and cxpericnt.

b. Ouitline of items Investigated

(1) PUcopelJer Blade Loading and Aerodynamic Aspects

(a) Introduction

It vas initially thought that exentsivc blade aerodynamic stalling
and flow separation effects would explain the large underprediction of rota-
tl-nal nc ½"c at low rpm. Thereforef , two independent blade loading aerodynamic
prediction methods were developed at Lockheed which are capable of matc) ing

any given experimental value of thrust, propeller efficiency, propeller torque,
and hozsepowur at any given propeller rpm. The first method will be described
below; a second method will be described later. The blade loading subroutine
accepts arbitrary radial variations of blade angle, blade thickness, and chord
length. Also, a.n aerodynamic induction efficiency is also incorporated in the
input which corveniently accounts for the radial distribution of axial slip-
stream velocity and imparts an angulaxr velocity to the slipstream, reducing
the effective relative angular velocity between the propeller and the air.
The induced velocity factors are equivalent to the induced velocity field
caused by "horseshoe" vortices of classical finite span win, theory, leading
to "induced drag" evE;A in the ebsence of viscosity effects (se" Rfrence ijiJ.
pages 219-222). The second method is based directly on lifting line theory
for propeller blades of finite aspect ratio.

(b) Slipstream Effects Estimate

The first method employs an approximate momentum theory solution for
the propeller slipstream axial and angular velocity (Reference 11, p. 194
Equation 4K7). Thus, if f is the blade angular velocity in r',\d/sec and Vo
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the forward speed, then the propeller trailing vortices impart an interference
velocity field such that the total axial velocity relative to the blade at any
radial secticn, r, is

v V (l + usb (r)) (nv-l)

The angular velocity relative to the blade is

From Reference 11

22 2usb(r) s a x2 71 (1 + X I2

weex =12 r/a (TV-4)

na is the propeller inductive efficiency (frictionless case). The corresponding

angular velocity is
2 2 " • -

omsb(r) = a' = (1 - n 1)/ [ + x 2Q (Iv-5)

The advance angle, called a in this work, is defined by
j v

tan a, =V /Vx !Vo -- Vor (IV-6)

= V,[1 + usb(r)]
5 2 r (1 - omsb(r)]

Thus, it can be seen that the advance angle,Gaav, is increased when
usb and omsb are increased. For high efficiency propellers,n)a, the inductive
efficiency, is between .7 and unity, and therefore both usb and omsb iacrease
with decreasing propeller inluctive efficiency,71j

(c) Adjustment of Thrust and Torque via Inductiv-c Eficiency

An increase in the advance angle causes a decrease in thrust and an
increase in required propeller torque and, therefore, a horsepower increase.
This will be shown below, but the important point is that the level of thrust
and power can be adjusted to match given experimental flight conditions.
Figure IV-i shows the blade element geometry.
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Lifti

av~~ V3,,V (i+usb)

VPO r(l-omsb)

Figure IV-1 Blade Element Geometry

It is well known in aerodynamics that the lift and drag forces are

defined per'pendicular to and parallel to, respectively, the relative wind

velocity vector A--=I + v (TV-7)
r V Vo x xo

Then the thrust and torque forces per unit radial distance are

dT dFx dL dDdr - dr - d cus Lxav - d- sin aav (V•

SdD dL (
r - cosc + - sina (IV-9)

=r -( r - dr av

Define thrust, torque, lift and drag coefficients in the usual manner based
on blade chord length ( b following Reference 7 ) and relative velocity
dynamic pre ssure

ci = (d./dr) c d = (df/dr) (•-10)bqr bqr

ct = (dT/dr) .e = (dFD/dr) (IV-l1)
t bqr bqr

^Vr2

qr =•pVr ;Vr =V X +0 (IV-12)xo 9'o

The torque and horsepower per unit radius are (in English units of ft., lb., see.)

dQ 1  F ft-lb/ft (IV-13)

dHP IPf (iv\ d
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(d) Blade Aerodynamics

The blade lift and drag characteristics (Reference 17 pp. 125-153)
were modeled after an NACA 63 series of airfoil sections with respect to the
effects of variations of thickness to chord ratio, Reynolds number, laminar/
turbulent boundary layer transition point, and design lift coefficient on the
following characteristics:

* Maximum lift coefficient

* Lift curve slope

* Zero lift drag coefficient

* Variation of profile drag with lift coefficient

Figure IV-2 Laininar/Turbulent Boundary Layer Transition on a
Propeller Blade

It can be s:id that the Lockhneed compuLte program mcdel realistically
fits the airfoil section data of AppendixIV (pp. 449-541) of Reference 17
The minimum drag levels are adjustable to well known laminar/turbulent skin Ir
friction laws and with an assumed laminar/turbulent transition point as input.

The lift and drag coefficients for post-stall were modeled such that
beyond Clmax, the lift coefficient asyuaptotically approached unity, while the
drag coefficient was modeled to increase with angle of attack according to a
fourth degree polynomal in an.31e of attack. 'Tis assumption is justified by
the fact that the model seems to adequately represent NACA 63 airfoil profile

drag versus lift data to the hi,.ihest available angles of attack. Usually,
the model would slightly OetLtbL... ,. of smooth sections of Reference
17 ; however the drag, level cai be adjusted by rearward movement of the assUmedboundary layer transition point.

(e) Conclusions Regarding Aerodynarric Model Employed

The aerodynamic model is flexibl- erough to represent almost any air-
foil section family, such as the Clark Y sections used in the YO-3A, including
low Reynolds number effects. Since the "propeller performance subroutine" of
Refere-nces 7 and 8 is proprietary, tb:, present mathematical model provided
a simple and convenient means of exploring possible sensitivities of acoustic
radiation to any unusual aerodynzmic blade loading characteristics.

2- ----- ----



(2) Initial Aerodynamic Parametric Effects on Far Field Noise

(a) Par Field Radiation Formula Employed

Calculations have been made by the Air Force corresponding to most of
the key flight test points and provided to Lockheed using the computer program

of References 7 and & for axisymmetric loading.

The USAF/AFAPL calculations show generally that "loading noise" predom-

inates the "thickness noise" except for a few cases on the "Acoustic" 3 Blade
propeller. Accordingly, for the initial acoustic studies, the far field

loading noise formula of Reference 7 (p. 27, Equation 5 ) was programmed.
This equation reads (for axisymmetric blade loads):

- immBt i4im tip

F-=e --' crse sin [s FM+x/so) ( dC +

O~ub :

+ D...~ ? [m'- i(I-42)Yr (i -i~ 1) dr (xv-1s)2wr-' L 2So0

JmBg J BlargsB); argm = B~r Y kYr (iv-ib)

Sa

where s 2 -x 2 + 2 (l-&) (Iv-l8)
0

m is the harmonic number, M is the flight Mach No. M = ijo/a

B is the number of blades, k = mB Q/a,

JmB is a Bessel function of the first kind whose arguient is kYr/S of order
II

-B (etc.),dCT/dr, dCp/dr are the radial derivettves of the propeller thrust
and horsepower coefficients defined in the usual manner (Reference 18).

'3

5 'RPMT (6.61lx10-7 9 60 CT

HP = (2 x 1011) \P 0 ?)C (iV-ao)

(b) Minor Theoretical Corrections to Equation

In a subsequent review of the theory, it was found that Equation IV-15
above is slightly in error. Based on a subsequent caech re-derivation from
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the basic Green's function for a point dipole (obtained by differentiating the
Green's function for a monopole, Reference 13, p. 742 ) it was found that
the "radiation factor" (the last term of Equation IV-15 4ith nfB factored out)
shoald read:

_rd i - B (V-21)

The key qualitative difference is that the corrective term for radial position
of the source, r, which is out of phase with respect to the JmB term,
should have its sign changed. Since the correction term is already small
because of the Yr/So2 factor, the resultant numerical effect is truly negligible I
on a decibel scale, for r<<So in the far field, and Y-So near overhead.

(c) Results of Study of Aerodynamic Blade Loading Effects on
Far Field Radiation for Axisymmetric Blade Loading

To explore possible blade loading effects the following calculation
procedure was conducted.

* For each assumed propeller rpm (for given blade thrust and camber)
the blade pitch angle was varied along with the flu, t)e propeller induction
efficiency. The following was obtained from each such input:

* Integrated propeller thrust, torque, horsepower, and net aeropro-
pulsion efficiency.

6 Radial distribution of blade thru&t and power coefficient gradient,
The net aeroporpulsion efficiency, 'I, is defined as

,l = TV l /Q,(RFm/6o (Iv-22)

For typical blade airfoil section drag characteristics, the net
efficiency, n, is lower than the induction efficiency Ila (see
Section (b) above) by 7 to 10 percent and further deteriorates
if large blade angles of attack are required to achieve a given
thrust level.

"* Th rcoultin•- thrut+., horseporwer, and efficiency were plotted
against the input blade angle or efficiency parameter (whichever is being
varied). All solutions giving 220 pounds of thrust ±5 pounds were considered
as possible solutions.

* Of those solutions yielding 220 pounds of thrust, those generally
agreeing with the YO-3A propeller efficiency values from Reference 3 were
considered as further constraining the thrust solutions. Furthermore, the
YO.-3A project aerodynamicist has provided limits on the range of available
change of the blade pitch angle, 0 b, at the 75 percent of tip radius station
which was said to vary between 30 degrees and 45 degrees for the standard
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three blade YO-3A variable speed propeller, for which the most data were
available. There were some minor discrepancies hi the calculation constraints
in the sense that the low propeller efficiencies at the lowest propeller rpm
values (according to the 114SC estimates) would seem to require a propeller
blade angle somewhat higher than 45 degrees, according to the present matl'e-
matioal nodel.

Figures 19 and 22 sunnmrize the initial Lockheed results. Figure 20
is the general relation between propeller horsepower and thrust for a flight
speed of 125 ft/sec (74.3 knots). Figure 19 is a faired curve through many
points representing fundamental rotational noise versus horsepower at constant
rpm.

It was found that by whatever means a given propeller power setting
was achieved, the calculated values of fundamental SFL were found to fall on
a single curve. To establish the above curves, several parameters were varied
systematically at constant rpm including:

* Variations of clo, tht blade lift coefficient at zero angle of
attack (e.g. the camber lift coefficient). This allows independent
changes of lift coefficient at a given blade angle of attack.

* Variations ofAeb, the incremental propeller blade angle relative
to a fixed, built-in twist distribution (duplicating the blade
twist distribution used in the USAF AFPL calculations by the
method of Reference 7).

a Variations of r1 a, the inductive propeller efficiency (see Section
(b) ). This factor deflines the slipstream effecLz vi- axial f1074
and angula.- velocity. Varying '1 a changes the advance angle, aav'
which incýreasea with decreasing la. This, in turn, decreases
the blade angle of' attack, &b = 6 b - aav, for a given blade angle,

b- = b twtist ýr) +Ab.

* Variations of xt.. the laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition
point as a fraction of the blade chord. This affects the absolute
level of drag coefficient and therefore the torque for a given c1 .tI

* It is to be noted that the Reynolds number based on blade chord and
relative velocity is not an independent variable, but one whieh
changes autoraticaslly, decreasing with decreasing rpm since

4: njb + 0 2~(r) 2 (+ omsb) 2 (rJ-.23)

The presently ex'ploycd airfoil aerodynamic model considers Reynolds
number effects on naximum lift coefficients, drag variation with
lift, and zero lift drag which are typical of an NACA 63 series
airfoil family which is similar to a Clark Y section, as mentioned
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above. Note that the reduction or rpm lowers Beynolds numbers anid raises
lViels, especially at the high eI wvlues found outside of the. laminar flow
"drag bucket range of c1 .I

(d) Conclusions re: Blade Aerodynamic Effect on Far Field Noise

* Despite the rather different means of achieving changes in propeller $

horsepower and efficiency, the calculated fundamental rotational SPL values,
when plotted vs. horsepower, fall on a single curve for a given rpm (Figure 19)

• Superimposed on Figure 19 are the propeller efficiencies estimate-
by UASC (Reference 3 , Figure 11-10). These efficiencies indicate possibly
a weak "bucket" in the SPL versus rpm at the required YO-3A value of 220 pounds
thrust (possibly a I to 2 dB increase at h80 rpm relative to an estimated mini-
mum at 540 rpm).

* Figures 21, 22 and 23 show crossplots of the horsepower, SPL
and net propeller efficiency, il , versus rpm at the required 220 pounds thrust.
These include a range of values, independently computed by Lockheed (using
the 2oadinrs noise formula of Reference 1 (EquationlV-15 herein) and the above
described Loclkleed blade load calculation method). Also included are (1)
results from the Hamilton Standard method of References 7 and 8 provided
by the USAF/AFPL, and (2) the propeller efficiency and h.p. estimates from
LSsC (Refcrence 3 ). It is seen that the present Lockheed calculations show
lower absolute SPL levels (by about 3 to 4 dB) at a given rpm but essentially
the same trend of SPL versus rpm. The USAF program includes empirical correc-
tions based on static propeller tests (Reference 7 ); this explains the
increase of levels relative to axisymmetric theory shown in Figure 22.

* It will be recalled from the previous discussion of the empirical
data that the measured fundamental SPL increased by about 7 dB at h480 rpm,
relative to a minimum at 720 rpm. Therefore, it is concluded that an<y aero-
dynamic blade loading parametric variations which could reasonably be expected
(which also provide adequate thrust and simultaneously match the estimated
propeller efficiency and horsepower input limits for the YO-3A airplane) are
insufficient to explain the deep "bucket" in the measured rotational noise
and the 15 dB increase in absolute level at 480 rpm relative to USAF/AFPL
predictions, or the 17 dB level increment relative to axisymmrtric theory.

* Because of the faiihu of eason.able v•riations of aerod.--yrn
parameters to fully explain the rotational noise increase, it was decided to
re-examine the acoustic theory of propellers and to Investigate other possible
acoustic radiation mechanisms which umight reasonably be related to the pro-
peller rpm.

* Some comments on the numerical accuracy of radial. integration are
now offered. The preliminary calculations employed a 5 point radial integra-
tion scheme with annuli separated by unequal A r segments such that approximately
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equal thrust is generated in each amniulus. Some calcul.ations were conducted
using more integration points (up to 20 radial poiLts). More recent calcula-
tions have employed 7, 10 and 15 point Simp2on rule integration. They all
tended to fall on the same curve (of SPL vs. h.p.) at constant rpm. Generallyr,
the more accurate integrations have (a) slightly lower thriust and (b) slightly
higher noise -for a given input of blade angle and induction efficiency.

(3) Evaluation of Other Acoustic Radiation Aspects

(a) Propeller Disc Inflow Nou-Uniformicy Effects

* Description of Non-Uniformity Sources

In the above discussion of unsteady blade force effects it was imntioned
that these are related to circumferential non-uniformity of the blade loads, and
these are known to have a powerful ef-fect, for example, in the case of helicopter
rotor noise

For the YO-3A aircraft there are two lossible major sources of circum-
ferential non-uniformity of the inflow to the propeller:

The angle of attack component of the Žreestream velocity in the
plane of the disc (directed upward for positive angle of attack of
the propeller axis). The fr estrear. velocity has the components

. =tvo, Cosa +' V.. sin (IV-2¾4)

These components can be resolved along the blade and tangentially

as follows (see sketch):

Ak V sinca =V" sin a (-Cos (p1cc ac ac

v + VV.sinca sin (n-25)

V. sina . FIG. 11-3 ANGLE OF ATTACK INFLOW GEOETRYY

o A second flow disturbance occurs because the lift-induced, circula-
tory flow about the wing generates "upwash" and "backwash" velocity
disturbances, respectively, perpendicular to the propetler disc
plane and in the disc plane, parallel to the vertical axis.

For a large aspect ratio wing, such as the YO-3A, the following simple
two-dimensional "bound vortex" relation is a good approximation for describing
the wing-induced velocity at the prop plane (Xp, Zp). The backwash (perpen-
dicular to the disc plane) is given by

(1, z) 2w [( x ) y2  +(z2  y4w2 ] (TW-26)
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uiW~

z 

IiFigure IV-4 Wing Induced Inflow Disturbances

where we can set xp = 0 without loss of generality. rw is the average wing

bound vortex circulation per unit wing span. The wing span is denoted by 1
(to avoid confusion with the blade chord uotation for b): w

Iw = pv /p~p

2 (Iv-27)Wýo - c V 1•w(21w

For steady one g flight, the L , equals the aircraft weight, W The
"upwash" (in the propeller disc plane) is: ac

w ,l., (xP zp) rw (x -xv) (rr-28

j27r P~ ..-x.)+(zp y2])
s Preliminary Remarks and Sunsary of Some of the Key

Results for the YO-3A as Regards Inflow Noni-Uniformity

From Equation IV-.4 and 17-2, it is clear that the upwash components
of the angle of attack inflow and that of the wing circulatIon induced upwash
are additive if the angle of attack, a acP of the propeller axis is positive.

In the case of the YO-3A, it is estimated that the propeller axis
angle of attack is 2.88 degrees at the wing lift coefficient corresponding
to a forward speed of Voo = 125 ft/sec (74.3 Knots). Therefore, as a
principal finding of this study, the propeller angle of attack and wing up-
wash contributions are additive and the combined effect ig estimated to be
of the order of 8 to 14 dB (see Figure 25 ). The effect on absolute level
of propeller angle of attack alone would be of the order of 4 dB attac= +3.3
degrees for 480 rpm, decreasing to about 2 dB at 780 rpm. Thus, the
angle of attack effect alone might be expected to contribute a 1 to 2 dB
increment toward the measured 15 dB bucket increment at 480 rpm; however, the
combine4 effects of in flow non-uniformity are calculated to be about 6 dB at
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480 rpm relative to 600 rpm and increase of 3 to 14 d6 in absolute level. As
shown in Figure 25, the results agree very well with the ex-yrijxantal dxta.

* Theoretical Beasis for Evaluation of Non-Uniformity
Effects on Far Field Noise

Non-uniformity effects can be assessed by the following equation
which is the recoumtnded moificartion of Equation ll.31S of Reference 13-3
P. 744, and Equation 5, P.-.of Referenee 7 (Eq. iV-15 in Sec. lb(2)(a)
of this report). For the •tharmonic, 7

-im Q t t+i b -

,, hub dr

2,rr2 m

000

+jjcos Od(T)Z&-. j+
a fir 2wi~r dx

w(i...l.errn~iJ (0+ 9)Csr (IV-29)

Equation In7-29emphasizes thý: (roB+ P' and (roB- V) dependence of the

radiated sound upon the loadirn harmonies, V= ,+ l,+ 2,+ 3. The mB-2
terms are predominant as a result of Bessel ifunctionproperties described
below.

EquationIV-29 includes a change of the solidity factor due to non-
uniform chord-wise blade loads to be discussed below, but omits the wiinor
correction for source position discussed previously. In the above equation,
r is the local propeller radius, and the Bessel function argument is

argmB= mkl . z mBarsinO. (IV-33.)

intt rsetkg- Bi~a = Lo1/a is rr32) 1
In the present calculations, the directivity angle is modified for arplane;
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angle of' attack as foi'JLows:-

=Y +0 Cos& (+Y/ (r-V-32)
o ac

where

80 W x2  MIM2 Y ( 33)

In -the present case the aircraft Macb niumber eff~ects 9re negligible,
as are the contributizons of the JM- agB ter=~. At low tip Mach numbers,

the Bessel iunctions for arg. «< I can be app-roy"dmated by

The factoi-s 01pazi 5 axe the. non-uniformuity (compiex) Fiourier coefficients
for th-a-u~t aid torque

3~=(a v-ibO)/2; ~

(RO +iov)/2 (at -t-ibtl,)/2

such that, the torque (tangen~tial) force per uxi-tt disc area is described by

0 20

v Figre36 bV-b

21rr Blade Loadirng

where on the blade itself the torqr" ccefficient 4* lsrsbto
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C Coll + sin aa (TV.-38)

d s .1 a
0

o Derivation of' Foiirier coefficients for the

circumferential Non-Unif'ormiity of Torque Force

prom Equationl IV-37 it is seen that

=~ 1Mn39c)

where at ary (r, 0) on t~ae propeJl,'r aisc

I p V2 2 =2 V 2

r 2 r' r X0 00 I-)

V~ (i-4-u.b(-r))cOS 0aa&ku. (0)

2 7r X2 +(rcoso,_Z%) 21

Vp4 1  Or(l-omsb) - (W + V. sin IXc slwp1  (rV-b42)

w~I ac(I~o

Let c /reos 0, Z.

=w I 
rwxwc

2.xw 2 r1+E21

.1,



Since X >»jr cosok1  Z,~ then 6'< , and the series expansion of

Expanding Equation TV-4I3 in a power series in epsilon, yields

:Wi 1,~ - ~

[-"w (1-e24E1-C 6+
27TXW (iv-46)

It ic clear that the power series in E is related to a power series in
Cos w~hich leads to an explicit Fourier series after application of well :
known tr'igonometric identities. The required Fourier analysis of Equation
T\T-39 iv more complicated since

Ao= ac 6cq '1 (0b -a av )= -0 Au I
__ a (iv-47)

6qr =(v 2 )r zPv 0A'6V+ V90 AVO] (iv-)48)

Furthermore

= osc + C, sino

Cos ac C si +
- I~'~'av d ' da ~Jia avI

a8% !8Z] (IV49)
+ rsi%± ac ~C 'c cs

lay 2 2 av a(av

But

"0b av aav (wV-5o)

Therefore,
accosaV ac+v il

av d Cd~il (IV-51)

+ in c c -
av , cos%.



Now in general, for non-uniform inflow, including the wing circula-
tion flow field effects, one can define the local advance angle as

Oeav a n _ _ _ _ an av +A a (rT-52)

where the components of velocity relative to the blade are

V -v + u(0)

(iv-53)
V = V + AV0 (@1 )

Generalizing from Eq (IV-25) one obtatns

AV. (i) = - VBsina 4wj(0J sin@ (IV-54)

where, V and Vo are given by Eqs (rv-i) and (IV-2).
2(0

From basic trigonometry relations

=aa tan (a + Ace) -1tanc~ 4- tant AC IV-55)av avo av lva-
1-tanavotan Aa e

avo av

For small values ofAc .., Eq IV-55 may be expanded, neglecting squared
terms in Aaev, to obtain -v

tan av = (tanavo+ + (+tan a
avo av) avo6vv

St�navo+ • r(l4tan2 eavo)

=tanao+ sec %vo PAav (rV-) 6)

Solving for AN--. noting that 1+ tan2 X secX = 1cos%

May = COS 2  (tana - tant) (IV-57)

Substituting for tan oaavo and tan aav in terms of the velocity ccmponents
yields
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Ao jV + U. -V
av avo W W

(V4o AV4)  Vc60

Sco %vo xV0o(l+Uyv) -V (rV-58)

4vo +AV;N(VV410)

Neglecting squared terms in AVq,/V 40o

aav -cosa V u lao

SI o xo Vo

Using Eq (IV-6) yields

av e vosanvo lw (-

and from trigonometric identities

toAav = sin(2avo) (Uo -AV) (IV-61)

2 V4 ,

One can combine the dynamic pressure and angle of attack sensitivi-
ties to obtain the desired circumferential change In tangential force in
terms of circumferential changes in axial and tangential velocity. From
the above expression for A6 plus Eqs IV-39 and IV-48, one obtains

- ac Ai + 2(V 1 1  + V AVAr -av xo W *o (1) 4

xO * ) e 0 +4ý

Let the combined upwash at the propeller disc plane be expressed as

'ý'Si=(IV-63)4 w =Vsino• +w I-3
S•- : •%C iW

The n

AV4)  - wsint 1  (Iv-6h)

and one can write
Af_ Aj iuW + B. wsin,1 (IV-65)
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where

3o - c+ sin (20tav~o )Vx 0~2~m (CO4~K0  3 2 V" V2
V• sin (2a) + 2 VoVB ~~ -C 2 v0-CM 67

r oJ
and

Vo V2 V2-68)

Because of the power series dependence on Cof the velocity components
U and w. as given by Eqs IV-44 to IV-46, it is seen that one can derive

an explicft Fourier series for the quantities u and w above. This
process will be illustrated for a few of the IW
lower order terms'. -.

From IV-45, 4B, one car write
U wV - C +C • •) (CV-69) +-

c c 5 7 -L ,9

w ./ = + . e +...C (TV-70)

where it is convenient to define

W= ,/2lV (rv-ql)

Frou•• the binomial expansion theorem one obtains

n n

j=L0rcos ) -, (Q i) (aC.), (xV-72)

where the binomial coefficients are defined in the usual manner by:

(nCv) = n! (IV-73)
,j !

The term w sin$l, in Eq IV-65 can be written as

=+ 1 w* 2w 4 ( f-rrrI,=
wsin4I sina + j -ve•v
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Thus one could suriunarize Eq (wV-'j) as follows

n0 V

ZV nn=0

= sn~ linac ~J ~C 2 4 £ -. * (Iv-75)

From Eq IV-72 above, one can expand the epsilon squared term,
for example, as follows

C2 =(r sin91eos
20,-2rzqo9~/ + Iy6

The conatribution to Eq (IV-75) Is given by the product

2 2 2 2 2
C sin91  (r sino1cos 0.1-2rZwsino1cos01,+ZW sin01)/Xw I7)

Fronm we-l-knorwn trigonometric identities

2sinlJ1 cos0 sin 20 (rI-78)

sin0 Cos 03 sin91 -i"

± 1

= io.- (-sin 3@1+3sin@.1)

Ii1

Hence, one can see that the leadirZ terms of Eq (]:V-75) are

2 2

irZy-t sin 2"+t sinij +Si (ri-Sro)X

T.I,

rZ. in 2), ew in4, (I-8e

Co~etrgcoefficients of sminqy; Yle-L

which is a Fourier sine series in the classical, sense. Similarly, one
c2an manipulate Eq 37-69 for u iw/v,, to obtain a powier series of the form
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CzI

iW u Cos(r-82)(3

v. n=o

Siubstituting trigonometric identities for cosn4l yields a Fourier
cosine series of the form

= o3 u~cos (n4l) (IV-83)

ý n=o
!

When the Eqs (IV-81 and IV-83) are substituted into Equation IV-65
one obtains using as the index

= J a.,,cos (v-j)-s-bPOs ill(zns1]jI-4

The above series can be put in terms of a complex Fourier series
represented by Eq IV-36 where from IV-65, rV-81 and IV-83 one obtains

a =q Aý uWV (IV-85)

b = B14 Ww• (rV-86)

One sees that the Fourier coefficients representing circumferential
non-unifornfdty or the blade loading are aircraft configuratiun dptij leint.
Numerical results for the YO-3A configuration are discussed later in this
Appendix, and are regarded as representative for a single engine aircraft.

o Estimation of Propeller Axis Angle of Attack

Because of the possible importance of inflow non-uniformities, it
was felt necessary to document the estimetion of the prorýeller Pxis angle

of attack. The accompanying sketch shows that the propeller axis lies on
the airplane center-line parallel to the water plane and that the wing
possesses a +2PA incidence relative to the water plane or aircraft center-
line. Therefore, the so-called airplane angle of attack, a , is the same
as the propeller angle of attack. The airplane angle of attEck iý estimated
as follows: (Reference 3) The reference wing area S. is 180 ft. and for one
g flight the reference lift coefficient based on this area and for L = W =3750 lb is computed E follows
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25 1.1

_.. . Rei. -q_ 18.6 psf x 180 ft2

Figure IV-6 hropeller Axis/wing Ref.

Incidence Angle

The lift curve slope for the YO-3A is estimated to be .16 per degree,
considering prop wash effects and that the true wing area is 204 ft. 2 (higher
by 13.5% than the reference area Swref 180 ft.2). The YO-3A wing is
characterized by the absence of flaps, and the airfoil sections consists of
NACA 63-418 inboard of the ailerons and an NACA 23012 airfoil outboard. The
estimated average lift coefficient for the wing at zero angle of attack is
CL a-- 0 = .331. From this, it is estimated thaL the angle of attack is

5.38 at =1.12. The corresponding propeller angle of attack at C1.at .'Vrefl

is calculated to be aac = 5.380 - 2.5 = 2.88 degrees.

The details of the inflow non-uniformity analysis assessment will be
further explained after discussion of propeller blade wake/wing interaction

* loads which is found contribute significantly to the bucket in the curve of
rotational noise vs. rpm.

(b) Propeller Blade Wake/Wing Interaction

The following discussion outlines the problem.
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Pi opeller/Blade Wake
Wing Root Imlpingemnt Area{ Chord

Figure IV-7 Wake Imp.ngement Planform Area

4 Propeller Motion

Propeller Blade Wake
r•< { Velocity Defect

Wing Section Within
Impingement Area

Figure IV-6 Blade Wake Velocity Defect Profile Approaching Wing
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As shown in Sketch TV-8 , the propeller blade wake velocity defect
profile impinges on the wing. The impingement planform is the shaded area of
Sketch PV-7 • The effect is to produce a fluctuating lift force on the wing,
as if the wing were flying through a sinusoidal gust whose wrve length equals
the width of the wake of the propeller blade as it crosses the wing. The
strength of the unsteady lift force on the wing is

A =2 C x [Sears Function] x (DpropXc ) (%w)r;-

The fluctuating lift force on the wing acts as a dipole acoustic
source whose axis is perpendicular to the wing and is estimated to bc approxi-
mately in phase with the propeller/torque dipole producing maximum intensity
at the overhead position. The magnitude of the far field sound pressure is

PFFWI ( It,)(v-)
4-rrR

Using wake velocity defect data from Reference 19, p. 100, the estimated
propeller blade wake and wing interaction noise is 66 to 70 dB at 48o rpm
(adding about 2 dB) and lesser amounta tioove 600 rpm. (See Figure 25).

Conclusion - The combined effects of inflow non-uniformity and blade
wake interaction with the wing as estimated in Figure 25 seem to account I
for the major part of the measured bucket ih rotatioral notse vs. rpm and
for the discrepancies in level at all rpms between measured data and pre-
dictions, either of classical axisymmetric propeller noise theory or of the
USAF computer program (Reference 7 ) which employs empirical corrections
from static test data.

(c) Angle of Attack Effect on Chordwise Blade Loading

Reference 7, 8, and 13 employ the standard assumption that the
blade loading is uniformly distributed in the chordwise aLrection, so that the
time history of loading at a point in the disc plane is a square wave, re-
peating B t= pe..r revltionn nf the propeller (see sketch).

Based on the above assumption, the "blade B
solidity factor" of Reference 7 (Equation
IV-15 of Section (2)(a)abay) becomes
(after multiplying tand dividing by _g_): -*1bco~~f

2 L rh2

Figure IV-9 Blade Loading Time
History Idealized
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SFP r sin, mBbcosob (IV-a))
bcosO b k 2r

A factor 2 was absorbed in the multiplying constant leading to
Equation IV-15 (Equation 5 of Reference 7 ) along with the introduction of

the dimensionless thrast and power coefficient gradients (dofined by Equations
TV-19, 1V-2o). See also lb(2)(a) above.

The tangential force coefficient C was given by Equation IV-38.

P c°av + sI n v

At low blade lift coefficients, it is reasonable to assume that
is uniformly distributed chordwise; however, it is well know from airfoil

theory that the additional lift distribution at an angle of attack for a thin

wirng has a distribution of the following form (Reference 17 , p. 66 ).

do AC -1<53F <1 do C

d- 2 fx?=2x/b d7

= 2sin /I-/n. \3F/.

Figure iv-iO Realistic Chordwise

Blade Loading due
to Angle of Attack

The angle of attack loading described in Equation IV-,55is characterized

by a sharp suction peak near the leading edge (inversely proportional to
4. square foot of the distance from the leading edge). The factor (c 1 /2-r)

is a correction factor for the slope of the lift curve, which depenas on air-
StoLL a-,ape, thickness, Reynolds number, and Mach number effects.

If' it is assumed that the lift coefficient, cto , at Ze.-o angle of
attack (due to camber) is uniformly distributed, then one has

dc1  0 C1 0  +2 1 eta sina b 1&-ss I-1
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Making the substitution

C = - CO I (V- 92)

and using a well known Bessel function identity (Reference 13, P. 743)
CO

eizCOSO - (i)e'ino j_(z) (V--93)

e -iZcUSOn ' (i,)n einO jn(z) (_l)n :

it can be shown that the solidity factor for tangential (torque) force becomes
(after dividing and multiplying by mB/2) the following complex number function
of radial position

SF SF + iS&i (Iv- 9L)

where the real and iraginary parts are given by

SF 1 i SF° v sina ) + \B (c 2rsinqsine (-95)
rS 70- 2ccsa c &- avo
coo 2,1

SFi • pa cj/2• (-2nrsinbsis n o) J1 (z)V

and where Jo (z) and J1 (z) are Bessel functions of the first kind of order

zero and one whose argument is

•z = mBbcosob/2r (IV- 9")

th From EquationeV9 it is readily apparent that if a = 0, then all ofi ~the lift is attributable to camnber (ci),which is &asumeA uniformly distri-

, buted as before. In this special case

,. ~SFr = SFO

(rV- 93)
SF =0

z is generally less than unity so that J () =I and Jl (W /2.

It is important to note that SFr is larger than SF0 when ab and a 4V

are large; this condition is typical of low rpm/high blade lift conditions.
Therefore, the above defined blade loading solidity factor used in the present
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noise calculations tends to increase at low rpm giving rise to a slight
"bucket tendency." Typical results at 480 rpm yield blade angles of attack
(at r = .75 r ) ranging from 6 to 11 degrees with corresponding advance angles
a ranging 4 om 50 to 55 degrees. At 480 rpm typical values of SF are 1.48

a SF 1.6 to 1.8. The present correction to axisymetric rotational
noise Is predicted by Reference 7 would be

ASPL M=202og 10 ( SF I (TV- 9-1
SF

0

At 480 rpm (maximum) value would be

SPL 20 2og 30  1.6dB
1\.5

At high rpm the correction rapidly approaches zero.

(4) Effects of Propeller Aerodynamic Performance and Configuration

On The Non-Uniform Loading (NUL) Environment

(a) Preliminary Remarks

As noted in the previous discussion of this Appendix, the principal
scrurce of discrepancy between the USAF computer program results and the
experimental results for rotational noise is attributed to non-uniform loading
(...) effects. The Fourie,, 6eri- cuefficients for the iWuJ will be ctilled
loading harmonics (iH). The NUL effect is caused by the non-uniform inflow
velocity field generated primarily from tiro sources, (1) the aircraft propeller
shaft angle of attack, and (2), the upwash and backwash velocity field gener-
ated by the lifting flow field of the wing at specified longitudinal and
vertical separation distances from the center of the propeller disc.

It has been noted that the USAF computer program propeller efficiencies
at low rpm are predicted to be higher than the efficiency data obtained from
the YO-3A flight test report (Reference 3 ). These results are shown in
Figure 23 where at 480 rpm the USAF computer program estimates an efficiency
of about 76C while the YO-9A flight test data Indiratesr an efficiency --4 th

order of 50%. The corresponding horsepower values at 220 lb. thrust and
125 ft./sec. true airspeed are 66 and 100 respectively which would cause a
4 dB difference on the basis of purely axisymmetric theory (see Figure 19).
It is found that the loading harmonics increase in magnitude as the blade
efficiency decreases, further augmenting the rotational noise. Therefore,

it is of interest to independently resolve the discrepancies in propeller
efficiency data. In the calculations by the first method, discussed earlier
in this Appendix, an ideal induction efficiency was assumed, which was adjusted
to match the YO-3A propeller efficiency data.
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The ihduction efficiency defines slipstrear, factors for linear and
angular velocity which arc physically related to the trailing vortices shed
from the propeilLer tip. Therefore, assuming a value for induction efficiency
amounts to !jp.ecifying th2 induced di-ag and daoviwash velocity at each radial
station. Tie components of the downwash velocity vector add to the axial
flow velocity and subtract from the relative tangential velocity, as shown in
the ftgce below.

the be . Final a Initial Lift Vector
b Final. Lift Vector

0b
Final-a ao - V', Initial Relative

aEr Velocity Vector

-V a Initial Drag

fig IV-fl Effect of Iniduced Dow-nws wnwash
on the Relative Velocity Vector Velocity

Ve ct or

Also, as shown in the abo,,e figure, the downwash angle causes the resUltei.t

angle of attack to decrease. Since the downwaýh is perpendicular to.the
reintive velo)city vector it ts seen that as rpm decreasei;. the downwash
vclocity teids increasingly to negat•e the tangential velcclty component. Th-e
f %ctors called u&b and omsb in the first mwthod s.rc equiva±ent to the axial
and tangential comnionentE of the -nduced downwasb. velocity vector, which are
directly calculated in the methcd described below.

To provide an independent assessment of the propeller efficiency, and
at the same time generate a eelf consistent set of propeller blade loads and
loading harmonics (Lh1), a second method, using an approximate lifting line
theory calculation was developed (see Reference 22 ) with a modifi&'s-tion tc
allow for zpanwise variati.on of the relative velocity veotoi. The relative
velocity is the equivalent freestream velocity for a propeller blade. The
results of thi, second blade load prediction metJiod will be described below.

As part of the evaluation of non-uniform loading effects, additi.onal
studies hav, been cond.ucted to refine the calculation of radiated rotational
ncise by accounting for the exact racial distribution of loading harmonics
vs. simplified but more convenient calculations wherein the loading harmonics
are calculated only aL a asiugle ref-tu':- ±Lad;s, SO•,e usefl cnclus•ton.

j-ill be presented ccneerzning thin aspect.

For aircraft design studies, it is of interest &luo to evaluate the
sensitivity of the IW values to wirg separation Cistance and angle of attack,
so that possible deviations from the current YO-3A configuration might be
assessed. A simplified approach is presented below. It will be seen that
the first loading harmonic is the dominant one and therefore, a correlation
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of the cxcess rotational noise due to NIL n2fects can bc, made in terms of
the first loading harmonic only, This rim.le correlation permits estimates
of the effects on rotational noise of wing separation, angle of attack and
aagle of side slip, merely by exavmining t-rie change of the first loading
harmonic evaluated at a reference radius, as a function of the aircraft
cunfiguration variable.

(b) Propeller Performance Estimate from 3 Dtmensional Lifting
Line Theory

This second blade load arfalysis method employ, t is one of successive
approximation in whieh (1) an "effective aspect ratio is assimed for the
propeller blade, yielding, as a first approximation, a value of downwash
angle per unit c 1 l/(wKAe). Th2is yields a blade lift curve slope per unit
geometric angle of attack w~uknh. counts for finite span effects. (2) The
loading is multipli.ed by V 1 -77 where 77 is the semi-span fraction (equal
to -1 at the Vub and plus 1 at the tip). (3) For each assumed blade angle
and effective aspect ratio the lift, thrust and torque are integrated radially.
When the total thrust equals 220 lb., one has a possible solution for each
assumed effective aspect ratio. (4) The criterion for selecting the effective
asp-ct ratio is as follows: (a) The first approximate span loading is expressed
as a Fourier series, from which the induced dowmTwash angle is calculated by a
slight modification of the classical Glaaert theory (Reference -2 , page 138
to account for spanwise variation of the relative velocity. (b) Next, a
comparison is mzde between the approximate downwash angle, c1l*TARe, and those
of the lifting line calculation. If the lifting line dou'wash values are
larger, then the calculation is repeated using a smaller value of effective
aspect ratio and tne process is continued iteratively. Usually the method
converges in about two iterations. The results at 480 rpm indicate that the
effective aspect ratio of the Standard 3 'laded Y0.3A is about 1.7. Since
the geometric aspect ratio is 3, then the "spanloading (Oswald) efficiency
factor" (Reference 17 ) would be about 0.57. On the basis of such a cal-
culation the propeller efficiency at 480 rpm is about .58. Figure 24 shows
the calculated propeller efficiencies vs. effective aspect ratio. The results
of Figure 24 and Table !V-1 below indicate that the calculated pro)eller
efficiencies upon which the, USAF propeller noise computer program is based are
too high. Note that even if one assumes the raximum possible span loading
efficiencV of i0% (ARe = 3) tht resultant propeller efficiency is still much
lower than Reference 8.

Table .sv-.t 'omparion of rrope±l.er
Ffficiency at 480 rpm

Thrust Axi symetric

Sour'e lb Efficiency HP Fuodamerzal SPL

USAF/Ref 1 220 .76 66 57

11C0/Ref 2 220 150 100 62

Present C'LAC 220 .58 86 6o
( 1m = 7)

APe =3 220 .69 76.6 58
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As will be seen below, the lower propeller blade efficiencies are accompanied
by an enhvuicement of blade loading harmonies which have already been shown
(Figures 29 and 30) to increase with increasing blade lift coefficient which
increases with decreasing rpm. The increased loading harmonics improve the
acoustic radiation efficiency as has already been mentioned.

(c) Factors Affecting Propeller Blade Loading harmonics LU
Dependence on Harmonic Number

The method for calculating the complex Fourier coefficients

=(a,,-ib1 0)/2 ; v= 0, 1 l,± 2

has already been described (Section (3) (a) above). The basic equations suggest
that the loading harmonics increase with both lift coefficient and advance angle.
Figures 26 and 27 below show typical values of the first six loading har-
monics (ap, and bý )vs. loading harmonic number V. The results are shown at
h40 rpm at 125 ft./sc. flight speed for various propeller efficiency conditions.
It can be seen that the loading harmonies under forward flight conditions decay

very rapidly with increasing load harmonic number. Note also that the first
loading harmonic increases with decreasing propeller efficiency. This curve
pertains to the YO-3A configuration but similar results are found at other values
of wing separation distance and is shown below. It ls seen i•_Equation
IV-"9 that the third, loading harmonic (P = rB) gives a zero contribu-
tion to the torque dipole radiation which dominates the overhead noise. Since
the fourth loading harmonic is typically very small, it is concluded that, for
all practical purposes, two loading harmonics (or more generall2y mB - 3) suffice
for a three (Th) bladed propeller for calculating far field noise in the pro-
peller disc plane (or near overhead ... i.L... M1i is in ........ . ........

effect on) rotational noise alonkg the thrust axis which is strongly re-enforced
by the P = mB harmonic. This latter case is of paramount importance to heli-
copter rotor noise.

To further slmplify matters it is seen in Figures 26 and 27 that the

first tangential force LH (the bl, term) is much larger than the others;
therefore, it is nAtural to seek & correlation between the rotational noise

f increment, ASSPLTN.LJ due to non-uniform loading(rnUL)as a function of the coefficient
b6i Such a correlation would then provide a method for rapid estimation of
14JL effects upon rotational noise, merely by calculating the variation of b10

as & ±wIC'.u-io. of. vuiu eofgurt variables.

(d) Radial Variation of Loading Harmalics

First consideiý the radial variation of b1 t at 480 rpm. Typical results
are shown in Figure 28 at two loading conditions, representing different
irolx•iler efficiencies; (1) the L? loadirg is very similar to Reference 7
result..; (2) the L4 loading is compatible with the lower propeller efficiencies
provided by YO-3A project data (Reference 3 )ana the L3 data estimated inde-
pendently in this study. As can be seen the loading harmonics increase rapidly
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near the hub where the blade lift coefficient and advance angle increase
towards the hub. The higher c, values associated with the L3 or L4 loads
yield b, values at any given r/rt, compared with the more efficient (12)
load condition.

The noise increments, due to non-uniform loading ASPMNUL for the
YO-3A configurations are plotted against rpm in Figure 31 , in which the
radial variation of the harmonics has been considered. These results show
an increase in the non-uniform load (NLUL) effect at decreasing rpm which is
considered to provide the major contribution to the explanation for under
prediction by the USAF computer program of absolute levels of rotational noise
and the bucket in the rotational noise vs. rpm curve. These data are included
in the previously discussed theoretical vs. experimental comparison (Figure 25)
which is one of the most important contributions of the theoretical part of
the present study.

As a calculation convenience, it is of interest ts determine If the
NUL effect can be accurately computed by using input of loading harmonic (LH)
values calculated only at a single effective radius position. Figure 32
shows the calculated NUL effect as a function of the radius location for which
the LU were evaluated. In this case a set of two LH values, including both
sine and cosine terms were evaluated at the radtal location noted. Also shown
are the values of SPL obtained by input of the radial variation of the LH.
it is concluded that evaluation of loading harmonic Fourier coefficient values
at r/rt = .55 gives nearly the same result as is obtained by considering the
radial variations of the LH. This conclusiw, is of special value when con-
sidering configuration parametric effects on the NUL effect such as changing
the wing separation distance, or airplane angle of attack.

(e) Correlation of NUL Effect as a .... t.. of the Fire+ £34

A further computational simplicity is afforded by establishing a
correlation between the NUL/SPL increment and the strornest loading harmonic,
bit. This is accomplished by plotting the exact ASPI. due to NUL, including
ra•ail variation of the first two LU vs. bl0 as calculated for verious r/rt and
rpm -values. The results are shown in Figiure 33 . Also tabulatea are cor-
rections for evaluation of bl at (r/rt) = .62 and .75. One would expect
a dependence on rpm which wil be demonstrated analytically below. According
"to theory

(• V_ B + % . i p(ý+ 1!C) I.I
A&SPLNUC= 20 £osidZ2_ (mB+v) (-I) -e J +(arssi5)(aL,0-ib;,0)(a sWi) (IV. 100)

4T MB(argmB) 2 ---

where Y = So, and * = 0 for a far field obaxrver under the flight path in the
prQ eller disc plane, and it will be recalled (Equation 371-31).

argmB n mB = jBY ra So
Ir 0
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The negative values of P are predominant so that the following approximtion

is valid for the overhead far field observer position ($= 0).

-ivii/2

ASFL.NU1J = 20lo l)e(.0-P

x Jm.B.,(ergm) (SF r +Wi)
'J1 .BargB)( 7s : s7, ) (IV- 101)

If the above expression is truicated at V - 1, based on the already esta-
blished dominance of the first load harmonic, one has

i~SL~= 22c~~ 1.. mB-l J(argtnB) ~(~12
S1i

It is noted that b is negative by its definition, leading to a positive
ASN IL. At low Fpm the Bessel function arnument is small and the Bessel
functT ns are approximated by

'TjB, (argmB) a. 1 lagB)m- IV- 103)
mB-vm Y~)I ~2

Using the above approximation and neglecting the smAll product al$ times

SFi one finds

A EN~e 0ol, -IB-,m bl+i>2) (3v 14

~~ mI I (b 1 m/2) (.o)

Introducing the absolute value of b which is by definition positive

A+7

15)-
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This result demonstrates that the NUL effect should increase with decreasing
rpm both through the direct effect of the dominator ( a radiation efficiency
enhancement factor) and indirectly because of the increase of (blo ) "t low
rpm which is related to the increase of lift coefficient and advance angle,
as shown earlier.

(f) Effects of Wing Separation and Propeller Angle of Attack
on the Non-Uniform Loading Environment

It has been established above that the NUL increment to rotational
noise depends primarily on the first tangential force loading harmonic, b.0,
evaluated approximately at r/rt =• .55. Therefore, the effects of changing
wing separation distance or propeller shaft angle of attack can by examining
the variation of bI at convenient (r/rt) values as a function of Xw/D, Zw/P
or Cac where Xw ant Zw represent, respectively, the longitudinal and vertical
wing separation distances and, Cac is the aircraft or propeller shaft angle
of attack.

Figure 34 shows the calculated effect of changing the wing separation
distance for the YO-3A whose basic parameters are Xw/D = 1, Zw/D = 0.214 and
aac = 2.880. The convergence criteria for the series expansion method for
calculating the loading ha.rmonics restricts Xw/D to values greater than 0.5.
Mhe A SPL due to NUL effects are shown in Figure 3• . It is seen that small
increases of wing separation are not likely to be very beneficial. Therefore,
careful examination of the design impact of weight and balance changcs
would be required if it were desired, for example, to double the prs,'tn6 YO-3A
wing separation distance. Figures 36 and 37 show the effects ox ;i cpeller
shaft (aircraft) angle of attack variation for the present YO-3A configuration.
The airplane angle of attack could be deereamed significarily by use of trailing
edge flaps, or generally decreased by increasing the flight speed.

(g) Possibilities for Aircraft Design Changes to Reduce
Rotational Noise

It is estimated that the YO-3A gliding airframe vortex noise is suffi-
ciently lower than the propeller blade vortex noise that the forward speed
could be increased possibly b,- 25 percent (reducing the wing lift coefficient
for the same wing loading). This would reduce both the wS g angle of attack,
and the wing lift circulation-induced upwash at the propeller disc plane by
36 percent. The airframe vortex noise nenalty would be 6 dB aecordnag +.o a

Decreasing the wing load•ng by increasing the wing area would
decrecase the angle of attack without the benefits of reducing the upxiash;
also th.s would cause frame noise increment. Depending on the aircraft
mission, it would appear that an optimum combination (of partial deflection
of full span trailing edge flaps, increased wing area, and increased forward
Rpeed) could be found which might reduce the rotational plus vortex noise.
Also, it is thought that the discontinuity caused by the extension of the
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trailing edge of the inboard part of the YO-3A wing is responaible for its
rather low span loading efficiency (e L- .7) (Reference 3 ). This was

the result of a need for a low cost method to increase the area of an existing
glider wing, simply by extending the chord of the inboard sections.

It is believed that trailing edge flaps to allow angle of attack
reduction at any forward speed would be a desirable feature of a "quiet"
airplane,
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2. VORTFDC NOISE

a. S-ummary

rT'e measured vortex noise for the YO-3A has been compared with pre-
dictions of the USAFPL computer program based on References 7 and 8 F

The predictions were based on three different options which will be reviewed
below. Unfortunately, it has been found that large discrepancies exist
between the experimental data and predictions from any of the three options.

Lockheed has herein developed a simple empirical method for estimat-
ing the vortex noise which offers excellent agreement with measured data
for the standard three-bladed propeller and good agreement with experimental
data for the thr-ee-bladed "Acoustic Propeller". This method can be regarded
as another "option" which can be described as an empirical correction to the
level of the fundamental rotational noise, previously discussed in this
Appendix. A simple empirical correction to the theoretical rotational noise
a, predicted by References 7 and 8 has already been recommended in the
present study, as discussed earlier in this report; therefore, the vortex
noise is easily predictable by the sum of these two empirical corrections.
A rationale for this method is discussed below, after discussing the vortex
noise options of Reference 7.

b. Discussion of Existing Options

( 1 ) Introduction

Reference 7 contains a review of a number of previous techniques
for prediction of vortex noise, and then outlines three options which are
coded in the computer program documented in References 7 and 8 . These
three options will be discussed in order of their simplicity.

(2) Option 2 of References 7 and 8 : Consistency Analysis

This method employs (1) an overall SPL formula, (2) a spectral peak
frequency determination, and (3) a frequency spectrum for determining 1/3
octav band.. eve.-............. o a ol as a st.unctiuI uf the Mutio band
center frequency/ peak- frequency. This spectrum is labelled HS correlation
of 3/69 and is shown in Figure IV-21 below (Fig. 7 of Ref. 7). Figure IV-21
also displeys the 1/3 octave band level spectral shapes employed in the other
options to be discussed below.

The overall SPL relation is attributed to Schlegal, King and Mull
(Ref. 20 ) in modified form arid a directivity function obtained from Olierhead
and Lowson (Ref. 21).
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The peak frequency is determined by

q-
Ye ak 0.28Vo (IV- lo)

(ho. 7 cosa + b0 . 7 Isinal-

The denominator of Eq.IV-lC6is the projected blade frontal thickness.

The overall SPL relation is

OPT2 / 2C (csý,o,SPLOA 10 ol0\ t L b ~ (0272 4.ý

where 4' is the directivity angle (0 on thrust axis) and d is the far field
slant distance.

The original form of the Schlegal, King and Mull formula is (Ref. 7
p. 32)

SPL oA•A 102og1 0 (j0. 7 T /Sbf) + 13,8 (Iv- 106)

Some fundamental comments are in order here. Lighthill (Ref. 22 ) and
Curle (Ref. 23 ) have discussed the hierarchy of muiltipole point sources
which model various aerodynamic sound generating mechanisms. These sources
emphasize several key points:

* Monopole sources are associated with pulsations of fluid voluae flow
(such as bubbles collapsing and "breathing mode" vibrations of
adjacent solid bodies). The monopole is the most efficient acoustic
radiator at low frequencies (compared to higher order multipole
sources).

* Dipole sources are next strongest in acoustic radiation efficiency.
The strength of a dipole is associated with fluctuating fources
acting on the fluid (reacting upon an adjacent solid) in such a way
that the rms value of the total net force is finite. This is the
predominant aerodynamic noise generating mechanism which, for air-
foils, propellers, and turbomachinery, is often called "broad band
vertex noise". The radiated acoustic power Is proportional to the
M times mechanical power, where M is the Mach number.

* Quadrupole sources produce the third strongest mechanism, one which
predominates in the absence of monopole and dipole sources. The
principal examples are free shear layer turbulent mixing noise
radiated from jets and wakes. This mechanism is also present in the
wakes of airfoils, rotors, and propellers, but the acoustic power
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radiated is proportional to M5 and therefore weaker (by a factor of M2)

than the dipole noise associated with force fluctuations on airfoils

propellers, etc. at low Mach numbers. Thus, at low Mach numbers, the

far field noise is predominently dipole noise, and can be written as

(Refs. 22 , 23).

SP1 iol K+10 tog 0

where K can be a function of various aerodynamic dimensionless

similarity, shape parameters and dimensionless force coefficients.

The thrust of a propeller can be written in terms of the classicial

propeller thrust coefficient (see this Appendix, Sec. 2b(2)(a) Eq. IV-1i);

also aee Ref. 18 , p. 276.

~2 2 2'
K2 (D2/Sb)PSb (Vt/2rrt)2 D2 "T (IV- 110)

"T/Sb = (' (/ 2 ib)(D/2/ t) 2 ,tSb

K K2 (D2 /Ir 2 Sb) ,tVCT ; Y,,2= 6.61x10' 7  (IV'-ill)

Substitution of (IV- 111for T/Sb in Eq.IV-IU. produces the result

SPLQ oSog (•2o .( , [Y, /' s [p, c •]2s ]/C) +13.8

( pvsb/d2 KC 2 s))+38 (_ll2)
= lopog "ptsbdPK CT (Y.~fD1/~b] +13.8

-(V yield

Vt/a (P Vt/a2

Introduction of the tip Mach number, M Vt/a, Mt = V yields-t i/
SIQ' 32 r (V 0 ~ D2/72S2 3

Sl0210 f g' 1p tSb/d _K2_C p/rb pa +13.8

-lOeog 10 (p V'MJB/d2 ) + 2Otogi 0 []T G = ) " '7 b bj

Thus, Equation IV-113, which was derived from Equation IV-108 is fundamentally
the same as Equation IV-109 except that a dimensionless thrust coefficient and

blade area factor have been expressed separately. Next, consider the overall

SPL expression used in Option 2 as defined by Equation IV-107'.

I
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It is often convenient to define an average blade lift coefficient in
terms of blade area and tip speed; for example:

CL =T/(pVt 2 Sb/2) (IV.* lil)

Altern.ativcly, this can be written in terms of V.7 = V at r/rt = 0.7

2

CL. 7 0.7 Sb/2) (IV- 115)

Note that such expressions under estimate the required blade lift coefficient
at finite forward speed conditions where the lift vector is rotated through
the advance angle.

Then, for example, substitution of VI-114 ±n IV-107 would yield

SFLOAOPT 2 = 101og0 Vt2 b ( T 2 (COS2 0 +0.1) (0.217)] -44.645

Ld2 \pVtSb/2

lOlog, r0 T2Vt ( 2 ) 2 (cos2 0 +0.1) (0.217) -44.6245 (IV- 3.6)

-S bkd pvt 2)
If Equation IV-1il is introduced into IV-115 for T/S the result is

SPL~ l 1og YýD w~lP VVd) -244.6245

s l°• o 2og o [0n2cvt] 24(cos2 o + O.1)(0.217)) -44.645

- _j (IV- 11)'

Therefore, it would appear that Equation IV-107, which is in the for• used in

whereas the origi-aal form given by Eq. IV-108 implies a Vt' law (as can be seen
by Eqs. IV-112 or IV-113). Thus, it appears that Eq. IV-107, which is employed
in Option 2, is not strictly consistent with either the basic dipole law Eq.
IV-749 or the original Schlegal, King and Mull version (Eqs. IV-108, IV-112,
or IV-.ll3). The motivation for choosing Eq. IV-lO7 is unclear in view of this
inconsistency. Presumably, it is based upon further empirical data (not
presented in Ref. 7 which is implied by "'S Correlation of 3/69" (Ref. 7,
P. 35). One can make a stronger argument, however, for equations such as
IV-107 when the blade lift coefficient is large, as in the case of a low rpm
high thrust condition.
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(3) Option 3 of References 7 and 8 : Consistency Analysis

This method is attributed to Widnall (Ref. 24 ) and takes the form:

P =-71.02 + 57,000 / T 1  0tlOog., V!t6Sb\ -3.3 sin 2(#4100)(x-)

bVt) 2/

and the peak frequency defined by

f =o.o6v 0 .
Pe~ak h 1.2X(IV-119)

0.7 stall

where Xstall = (r/rt)tall, defined as the propeller radius ratio where blade

stall occurs and is defined in Ref. 24 as the outer limit radius where the
blade angle of attach first exceeds 11 degrees.

If Eq. IV-3-1lis substitued for T/Sb in Eq. Iv-ll6 the result is

SLOa = -71.02 + 57,000 Pc0 ) +T ls

b

_3 2 ( o) (V-120)

Apart from the directivity function, Option 3 defined by Equation IV-120 is
theoretically consistent with the basic dipole radiation law, Equation IV- 109
with the original Schlegel, King and Mull relation, Equations IV-t3-, IV-12
t" IV-113,and other dipole versions such as Hubbards' (Reference 25 ) and
Davidson and Hargett (Reference 26 ) See Reference 7, P. 32 ). These
simple methods (Options 2 and 3) have the advantage, for preliminary predic-
tion purposes, of depending only on gross propeller parameters (tip speed,K diameter, thrust or thrust coefficient, and blade area).

it is clear, at least in principle, that some kind of radial distribu-
tion analysis (such as is done for rotational noise) is also desirable for
vortex noise estimation of rotating blades, in view of the significant radial
change of relative velocity which affects both spectral center frequency and
the level of radiated far field vortex noise from e. given radial segment of
the propeller blade. These and other theoretical refinements motivated the
development of Option i (or Option 0) of Reference 8.
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(4) Option 0 or 1: Description and Consistency Analysis

This theory is based on work by Lowson (Reference 27 ) which considers
the effects of the source motion due to propeller rotation and forward speed.
The basic equation for far field noise radiation is, in Cartesian Coordinates

xi: i = 1,2,3 of the field point; yi: i = I to 3 of the source
point (Reference 7 , Equatioil 30, page 37 )

p x=y aF1  + 3F,1  azmy)] i-1

j=1[4ir(:-M)aa2  at (1-M) a
r r

where Mr is the component of convention Mach number in the direction of the
observer and {F1 } are the unsteady blade load components.

x1x

Figure IV-i3 Cartesian Components of Field Point and Source Point Position Vectors

The components of the point source position on the blade axe (per
Reference 7 )

Yi = 0 r2 = r d y3 = +r sin • (IV-122)

where ý is a circumferential angle for the blade position. The field point
locations are

x, = xp, x2 = Y, x 0 (IV-123)

Note that in this notation, Y would be the altitude and x would be lateral
distance from the flight path. .The distance between the hource point vectcr,
y and the field point vector, t, is

171 I I'l - 71

2 2 ( o 2 2

x P (Y-coo r si ý(rv-12?4)
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The component of convection Mach number, Mr, is

ir = M ( -7)/a (xi-y9)M1 /d
J=l '

- Mx/d -(OZr/ad) sin@ (y-Prcostk) (IV-25

where a is the speed of soLun, f , is the propeller angular velocity in

radians/sec.

The unsteady blade force components are

F1 = F cos b e-iwt

= F sin b sin e -ie kIV-__6)
b

F F sin b cos e

and the Mach number components arc

MN =N: M2 = -(R r/a) sin 0; M = ((r/a) cos (IV-127)

The pressure field becomes (Reference 7, Page 39)

p = (F/4¼d 2 a) [-iw c0s6gb-(Y-2rcoso)ssin sine}

+ sin% Irsin2 0 + (Y-rcos p) cos @ 11 e!t/(l-M 2 ) (IVT28)

The fluctuating force, F, is assumed to be tandom (out of phase
radially) so that mean square values are sunnmed anti-logarithmically in the
ten point, Simpson Rule integration technique of References 7 and 8,
after circumferential integration with respect to .

The magnitude of the fluctuating force is expressed as:

F = CF Ph-VFJT VIAR e/10 (IV- ( 129)

where Re is the Reynolds numbere

e= (pb/g) (I-130)
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V is the section relative velocity

v v2 +V2 (V- 131)

In Sectior VI of refererce 7 (p. 119) it is suggested, based on
experimental data for propeller noise on the static test stand, that

CF = 8.0

and tlhe Reynolds number exponent is recommended to be ¶
exp = -1.0

The frequency at the center of the spectral peak is defined as

f Wpak C V/1-1 117.V 12

peak - 2 f (IV- 132)

where (Reference 7 , page 1.9) tL recommended value is

c= o.f

']e choice, exp = -1, yields a i variation for mean squaxed sound pressure
according to Equations Ir-12ýnd IV-l-29. Option I employs circumferential and
radial integration of EquaLio nri 3C i 2%'-- >,i 36 of.... S Oaf a e b- 0

and using the same 10 radial integration stations employed in the performance
analysis.

Clearly, this methol appears potentially as more logical than either
Options 2 or 3, Pond it is obrious that at least twc nossible roads to refine-
msent would be (1) to relate v-l.ues of (CF, C; and exp) to aerodynamic parameters
ass ciated with the blade loa(-'nag analysi's, and (2) to empiricalLy- alter these
three empirlral constwA.ts to mritch the YO-3A flyover data (as opposed to the

selection based on toLe static test stand data cited in Section VI of Reference
7).

It turns out %..hat anothr.r very Ample alternative empirical techniqul.
has been devised whicb is very success&Nul in fitting the YO-3A data. This
'nthod, and its rationele, will be described below.

(5) Empirical Coarections to Vortex Noise: Rationale

(a) Comparison of Reference 7 Predlctions with Experimental
Data for the YO-_A

Figurs.s 165te 16 show the predictions QA jtrerences 7 and 3 compared
with oxperimenwal data on a basis of' 1/3 octave band data. The exper,-mental



data curves were faired through data for those bands not containing the rota-
tional noise harmonics, and the experimental data was corrected for ground
reflections. It is clear that the levels and spectral shapes for all three
of the options described above are in error. Option 1 or 0, based on radial
integration of Lowson's theory (Reference 27 ), is closest with respect to
peak 1/3 octave band level, but it is high by 2.5 dB *in peak level at the 600
rpm and by 9 dB at 720 rpm. Option tends to be too flat with respect to

the spectral shape and predicts a peak frequency which is somewhat too high.

Option 2, based on a modified form of Schlegal, King and Mull (Refer-
ence 20 ) and the Ollerhead-Lowson directivity (Reference 21 ) appears to be
low in peak level by 15 dB at 600 rpm and by 11 dB at 840 rpm. The spectral
shape of Option 2 at frequencies above the predicted spectral peak frequency
is fairly good, though the decrease of predicted. level beyond the spectral
peak is somewhat too rapid.

Option 3 also under-predicts the peak 1/3 octave band levels by 11.5
dB at 600 rpm, and by 8 dB at 780 rpm. The spectral peak frequencies predicted
by Option 3 are surprisingly good, and the spectral shape is also fairly good.

With respect to spectral shape below tie peak frequency, it must be

said that the available YO-3A experimcntal points are limited, and all of the
methods are reasonable, though Options 2 and 3 appear to fall off somewhat too
steeply below the spectral peak frequency and Option 1 orO falls off somewhat
too slowly.

(b) Comments on Peak Frequencies and Spectral Shapes

'i7!e failure of Option 1 or 0 to improve the spectral shapes is dis-
appointing since it considers more of the propeller blade design details,
especially the radial variation of blade aerodynamic parameters and the rela-
tive velocity. It must be concluded that the choice of empirical parameters
(CF, Cf, and exp) (See Reference 7 ) must be the principal source of error.

With respect to all of the above described methods, Lockheed feels
that the choice of a single length dimension for Strouhal number sealing is
an oversimplificaý 'on (such as was defined in Equations IlT.-100. IV-119, and
IV-132) for Optiox , 2, 3, and 1 or 0, respectively. In Option 3, there is a

fato in. tcdniduc.- (-I '- V' b'u.b L&±± / n wol ncX±.Jat4 wit flJ. ,.

since Xstall approaches ruh/rtip as the blade angles of attack decrease, which
they do at higher rpm. This factor would tend to offset the increase of tip
speed with rpm, and would explain why the predicted center frequency for the
spectral peak does not change with rpm. Because of the limited rpm range of
the YO-3A data and the slow variation of one-third octave band levels adjacent

to the spectral peak, the reader should not conclude that there is no depen-
dence of peak frequency on tip speed.

(c) Comments on Peak Levels of One-Third Octave Bands and
Direetivity Functions

It is belie-ved that inadequacy of the directivity functions for any
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of the options of Reference 7 is at least partly responsible for failure
to predict the vortex noise at near overhead conditions. This fact also leads
directly to a rationaLle for the method adopted by Lockheed in this study for

correcting the data by referencing the peak 1/3 octave band vortex noise level

to the level of the fuindamental rotational noise.
I,

(d) An Empirical Correction to Vortex Noise Related to
Rotational Noise

* Fluctuating Blade Force Strength Trends vrrsus rpm

It will be recalled from Equation IV- 9 of this Appendix (Section lb(1)(c)

that the tangential force, or torque force, per unit radial distance is given

by

dF dD cos Y +- sina (IV-133)
dr dr av or av

where, dL/dr, is the lift gradient: dD/dr, is the drag gradient; and Ceav is

the advance angle (between the propeller disc plane and the direction of the

relative wind vector, Vr). The parameters Vr and aav are defined as follows

= V 2 + V•p 2
Vr VXo

U = tan-1 (V XO/V 0o)

A~e~re, -fOy axi-,y1neric-[r~ in-ijv,UVI,

V =V, (I + usb (ri)

Vo = Q2r (1 - crub (r))

In the case of fox-ard flight (as opposed to static conditions) at low

rpm the advance angle becomes large so theat the b).ade lift force contributes

significantly to the torque force, via the second term of Equation IV-133. Also,

at low rpm, the blade angles of attack and lift coefficients must increase to
generate a given thrust, with a corresponding increase in drag,

In the case of vortex noise at the overhead position, the dipole
strength for vortex noise is porportional to the fluctuation in the tangential

force; therefore, one could write as an "ac" analogy

d av y sina av

*dD ' dL"•

r cosa cav + c sin av (IV-l134)
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where the ( ) implies a transient fluctuation. The advance angle, itself,
is subject to a fluctuation at rotational frequency, owing to its ouni circum-
ferential non-uniformity.
where

aav : 8dav 801 = £2 aa(1v

at 01 at I(V1t

In the higher frequency range, governed by vortex noise, the last two terms
of Equation IV-13kbecome negligible since i >> »2 and Equation IV--102 reduces
to

dF B cos + dL( sina)

Sav (-136)

e Hypothesis for Vortex Noise Prediction

In the present study the empirical correction is based on the premise
that there exists a fluctuation in the tangential force which is proportional
to the steady state tangential force.

The above hypothesis immediately leads to several conclusions:

* The vortex noise should be directly related to the fundamental
rotational noise because the rotational noise is proportional to
the torque force.

e The directivity maximum for the fluctuating torque force dipole is
in the plane of rotation. By contrast, the directivity functions
of Options 2 and 3 are maximum in the thrust direction, appropriate
onl.y for a fluctuating thrust dipole.

* The strength of the flactuating torque force dipole can be expected
to increase with decreasing rom because of (a) increased advance
angle and (b) increased blade angle of attack of lift coefficient.

* Since the random dipole radiatign efficiency increases according to
wave number squared (k? w-o02 /a ) which increases with rpm, the com-
bined (opposing) trends of radiation efficiency and source strength
vs. rpm can lead to a "bucket" !.n the curve of peak vortex noise
level versus rpm, such as has been found in the YO-3A flyover data.
(See Figures 14 and 15 ).

The conclusions above provide a logical impetus to seeking a correla-
tion between the fundamental rotational noise and the vortex noise at the
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overhead condition, since it has been shown that the rotational noise has a
"bucket" which is to be expected frtm the fundamental considerations discussed
previously 1.n this Appendix.

It is nlso to be expected that there exists a fluctuating thrust force
(see Equation IV-8, Section 2b(l)(c) of the form

ýT - co a + - sina (IV-L3Y)
dr av dr av

This would give rise to a fluctuating thrust dipolL radiation having its
maximum directivity along the thrust axis, which would not contribute to vortex
noise at- th3- overhead condition. At the lowest rpm (480 rpm) the YC-3A pro-
peller has advance angles in the range of 50 to 60 degrees; therefore, the
fluctuating lift dipole contributes more to the torque force fluctuation than
to the thrust force fluctuation (since sin 0 av > cos aav for aav > 450)"
Note also that one should expect a finite cross correlation between fluctuating
thrust and torque forces which would have a directivity maximum at 450 iromi
the thrust axis.

* Comments on the Acoustic Radiation Effic°_ency for Vortex
Noise versus Rotational Noise

It will be recalled from the first part of this Appendix that a major
part of the explanation for the underprediction of rotational noise levels by
the standard axisy-metric rotatirnal noise theory of Reference 7 is caused by
non-uniformity of the inflow to the propeller disc. These effects are dis-
played in Equation IV-29, Section l (3)(a)ofthis Apprndix. A simpler version
showing the effects of the non-uniformity harmonics can be written as

is'
m24 b0 J.B(arg) + (nl.) M B e Ji arg

+(-2b~ ~~~ (earg) + (T3) 63 e J J~l(arg). 4. *(IV- 138)

where if 0 is the directivity angie (= 0 on thru-t axis)

arg = kr sin 0

k -(inw 1 //a) -(mB R/a) (IV- 1.39)

The n n = 0,1,2... are the complex Fourier coefficients which describe
the circumferential non-uniformity of tangential force. For a 3-bladed pro-
peller, lhe fundamental rotational noise becomes (noting 1o 1, by definition,
and mB =•):
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J,(ar)+ &,11a.) J,(n~rg)e '*+62 (2:.2e~
±F1  \3) 2.

+ 63 (31 JO ¾g~ 6 4 (ji J-1 .(arg)e +. (iv-1o)
3 3

We note that the Jo term is cancelled identically. For slow rotation
speeds and small radii, the quantity arg = kr sin O<<I, and from well known
Bessel function relations

J 3 (arg) S (kr/2)3 _in 3 O

J 2 (arg) s (kr/2 sin 0)2
S(A- 141)

I (ag) (kr sin 0/2)

J 0 (erg) 9! 1

Thus, for rotational noise the radiation efficiency is proportiorr%! to

7rad 1, ( ,62(k~s&no)
3 3,

-4(-) 2 +. (IV-2)

where

_%-.d .l2 ) + 26 zsoe) 2--14 3+ --)

3 2

By contrast, the racdiation efficiency for a point dipole is proportlonal to

7 rad a(kr sine) (IV-J3e5)

The difference between the weak radiation Pffiziency of axisymmitric
rotational noise of propellers and the relatively greeter efficiency of point
dipoles is explained by destructive interf-rence. In the case of axisymetric
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rotational noise, n = 0, for n > 0. Therefore for a 3-bladed propeller

7grad, uxisyisa mB I ( (wv14)

Thus, the mean squared sound pressure level for rotational noise
varies accordinp to

•SP.axisyro- 20 mB•og.,o (_crsin) (v- l47)

20g1  (nV-PB8)

for a three-bladed propeller with axisymmetric. inflow.

For the case of a point dipole the correction for radiation efficiency
is

-=PLo,, 
2 O2ogLo (icrain6) (xw-19)

dipole

In the case of propeller blade vortex noise, the fluctuuniis forces
on the blade arec correlated for only a smc2.l distance (of the order of one
trailing? edge bouindary layer thickness, and possibly a few percent of the
blade tip radilus near the blade tip). Therefore, the radial distribution if

vortex nofte radiators are sumaed as random loads, rather than being considered
to have definite phase relations as displayed by Equation WV-29, Section
of this Appendix describing rotational noise.

Of even greater significance is the randomness of phase of the loads
on different blades. Consequently, when intergrating the circumferential
contributions to the far field vortex noise at a given radial station, each
blade, whose force fluctuations are tadom in f•,."---.---reatio .to the other
blades , always adds energy to the far f£tld random noise, and does so with a
radiation efficiency proportional to (k-c) which is the efficiency associated
with a sum of randomly phased point sources. By contrast, the circumferential
integration of the properly phased blade load contributions for rotational
noise gives rise mathematically to the Bessel functions whose small. iagnrttwdes
at low wave numbers can be thought of, yhysically, as the result of destructive
interference.
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When the. circumferential loadng .o-f the blades is non-.uniform, as
described by the Fourier loadimg harmonic (11i) .nlitudes, additional, more
efficient rotational noise radiation modLes are brought. into play which radiate
in proportion to lower order Bessel functions. In the- case. of rotational
noise, one can regard the non-uniformlty effects as a tendency to randomize
the phase relations, and hence a process that breaks up the destructive inter-
*renc9 which characterizes purely axisymmetric rotatiozz1l noise.

In the case of propeller vortex noise, the blade-to-blade phase rela-
tions are clearly random; therefore, one would never expect to find the kind
of destructive interference phenro nal such as is associated with propeller
rotational noise. Because these random point sources have a weaker wave
number dependence (by a factor of 40 log (kr sin 0)) for a 3 bladed propeller,
it may be expected that the variation of fluctuating blade force with rpm
should have a more direct affect on far field noise radiation, since the
radiation efficiency does not decrease so rapidly with reduced rpm as is the
case with axisymnetric propeller noise.

It will be recalled in this Appendix (Section lb(2)(a), Figures 19 and
22) that (in the case of purely axisymmetric propeller noise radiation) the

predicted fundamental SPL at a fixed airplane flyover speed and thrust shows
only a slight bucket in the curve vs. rpm, with decreasing rpm for all reason-
able estimates of propeller efficiency and horsepower. It was concluded that
the decreased radiation efficiency (frad 20mB log (kr) ) at low rpm largely
offsets any increases in steady state propeller power input associated witn
low efficiency propeller operation at low rpm. As mentioned above, the radia-
tion efficiency for random point dipole sources does not decrease so rapidly
at low rpm. Consequently, there is a greater expectation for finding a
"buucket" in the vortex noise versus rpm curve than for the rotational noise.
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AIPENDIX V

TABULATED IPZDICTIONS OF PROPELLER NOISE AND AURAL DETECTION RANGE

The design charts presented in Section VII were constructed from
propeller noise and aural detection range predictions made with the modl fied
Air Force computer program by Kr. Jerry Martin (ASD/XRID) and Mr. Walter
Lichtenburg (ASD/XIP ). These noise and range data are tabulated in this
appendix.

Parametric data on which these predictions were made were as follows:

Propeller Diameter: 8, 10 and 12 feet

Number of Blades, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Thrust: 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 pounds

Helical Tip Speed: 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and O.4o Mach

Thus the tabulated data reflects variation in four independent variables.
Held constant were the following:

Propeller Blade Configurations Same as the stantard 3 blade propeller
used on the YO-3A aircraft described in
Appendix I and scaled to size

Aircraft Velocity: 125 feet per second (74 kts).

Aircraft Altitude: 125 feet.

Each table of tabulatione represent a given propeller blade diameter (D)
and given number of blades (B). For each value of thrust (T), the calculated
values rf helical tip speed (Mt), propeller efficiency (1), and blade angle
of attack at 3/4 radius (93/4) are tabulated. The predicted values of overall
sound pressure lciel (OASPL) on the ground radiated from the aircraft in over-
head position at an altitude of 125 feet and the minimum aural detection range

ADR) implLied by h..c nos4 "evels as-uming daytime .iunrle background noise
are also tabulated.
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TABLE I

Propeller Diameter: 8 feet Number of Blades: 2

T M• [ OASPL ADI

e(dIB) (feet)

100 0.20 0.810 52.53 80.6 3,397

0.25 0.858 38.69 79.1 1,628

0.30 0.862 30.69 76.9 2,243

0.35 0.842 25.27 80.6 3,820

0.40 0.799 21.25 83.6 8,052

200 0.20 66.03

0.25 0.728 49.58 91.3 11,434

0.30 0.816 36.52 85.6 6,018

0.35 0.833 29.43 82.5 4,815

0.40 0.830 24.43 82.2 7,027
300 0.20

0.25

0.30 0.659 46.24

0.35 0.788 33.92 91.5 14,122

o.4o o.805 27.67 88.9 15,990

400 0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35 0.705 39.91 98.9 35,808

O.4O 0.767 31.19 95.4 36.185

500 0.20

o -25

0.30

0.40 0.716 35.26 100.7 78,760
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TABLE II

'propeller Diametert 10 feet Number of Blades:__ _2

9-2/1 OASPL ADR

(I(Deg~ ee) (d.B) (Feet)
100 0.20 0.858 47.31 75.4 2,052

0.25 o.872 35.414 72.9 1,545

0.30 0.852 28.77 77.3 2,552

0.35 0.800 23.56 80.9 3,837

o.4o 0.730 19.98 83.6 5,241

200 0.20

0.25 0.838 4o.70 80.6 5,865

0.30 0.855 32.39 80.7 3,771

0.35 0.847 26.16 79.5 3,274

o.4o o.819 22.00 82.5 4,,625

300 0.20

0.25 0.771 47.20 94.4 17,5745

0.30 0.821 36,18 89.8 10,578

0.35 0.836 28.78 86.5 7,307

1.,4 0.830 24.02 84.8 5,972

G400 0.20

0.25

0,30 0.776 40.55 96.6 22,087
0.35 0.810 31.52 92.9 14,745
0.54 0.819 26.06 90.6 21,)473

500 0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35 0.779 34.48 97.9 7,9431

0o40 0.799 28.14 95.3 19,232
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TABLE III

Propeller Diameter: 12 feet Number of Blades: 2

T N14 OASPL ADR
(Pounds) (MA) (be~ees) (dB) (Feet)

100 0.20 0.873 44.88 71.7 1,463

0.25 0.862 33.88 73.3 1,750

0.30 0.821 27.77 77.- 2,764

0.35 0.754 23.26 80.4 3,900

).40 0.664 19.41 83.3 5,434
200 0.20 o.825 51.26 87.2 8,439

0.25 0.865 37J15 80.6 3,968

0.30 0.863 30.29 77.4 2,772

"0.35 0.838 25.13 79.3 3,443

o0.40 0.785 20.90 82.5 4,936
300 0.20 0.682 59.76

0.25 0.834 41.16 89.7 11,115

0.30 0.853 32.81 85.8 7,183

0.35 0.849 27.01 83.5 5,527
0.40 0.823 22.32 82.1 4,744

400 0. 20

0.25 0.792 45.51 96.5 23,508

0.30 0.829 35.46 92.3 14,768

0.35 0.840 28.89 80,4 10,796

0.40 0.831 23.72 87.4 8,666

500 J.20

0.25
0 0,.-,0- 30.27 97.4 25,572

0.35 0.824 30.81 94.2 18,145

0.40 0.827 25.14 91.9 14,175
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TABIZ IV

Propeller Diameter: 8 feet Number of Blades:3

T M - OASPL ADR
(Pounds) (Oplo) (DceAIS j (dB) (Feet)

100 0.20 0.842 47.96 66.2 793

0.25 0.862 36.26 68.2 1,344

0.30 o.845 29.09 73.0 3,9514

0.35 0.801 24.13 76.6 8,089

0.40 0.735 20.40 81.5 14,732
-'0 0.20

0.25 0.81"4 42.20 75.7 3,161

0.30 0.837 33.09 71.7 3,312

0.35 0.8314 27.08 75.5 6,830

0.4O 0.81.0 22.70 80.8 13,136

300 0.20

0.25 52.98

0.30 0.795 37.27 81.0 9,511

0.35 0.813 30.05 78.1 9,069

o.4o 0.811 24.98 80.1 11,939

4o0 0.20 80.93

0.25 73.25

0.30 0.740 42.29 88.1 21,450

0.35 0.779 33.18 84.8 19,139

0.140 0.792 27.29 84.3 18,852

500 0.20 96.62

0.25 62.40

O0 30 65.19

0.35 0.742 36.60 90.1 34,819

0.40 0.765 29,69 89.4 35,020
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TABLE V

Propeller Diameter: 10 fee-+. Numnber of Bladces:3

T M OASPL ADRf"
(Pounc~~~h) (4H)(eŽ) dB) (Foctu)

100 0.20 0.864 44.75 62.1 532
0.25 0.853 33.94 69,o 1,173
0.30 0.809 27.76 73.0 2,111

0.35 0.732 22.86 76J4 4,826
0.40 0.643 19.45 81.L 9,694

200 0.20 0.812 51.15 77.3 3,045
0.25 0.855 37.56 70.5 1,406
0.30 0.851 30.29 71.7 1,764
0.35 0.820 24.72 75.8 4,307
0.40 0.770 20.93 80.8 9,003

300 0.20 54.33

0.25 0.821 41.32 79.7 3,990
0.30 0.840 32.89 76.0 2,840
0.35 0.833 26.58 75.1 3,879
0.40 0.807 22.39 80.3 8,346

400 0.20 89.69

0.25 0.777 45.67 86.7 8,826
0.30 0.815 35.52 82.5 6,082
0.35 0.824 28.95 79.7 6,487
0.40 o.814 27.83 8o.1 8,028

500 o020 -o.39

0.30 0.785 38.33 87.7 1.1,193
0.35 0.807 30.33 84.6 11,280
0.40 0.8o8 25.28 84.6 13,973
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TABLE VI

Propeller Dirnmter: 12 feet Number of Bladee:_ 3

T OAS PL ADR
(Poundz) (M)WH) (neýý'C'c) (dB) (Feet)

100 0.20 0.661 113 .1I! 62.7 605

0.25 0.824 32.86 69.3 1,288

0.30 0.759 27.08 72.8 1,934

0.35 0.670 22.77 75.5 2,646

0.40

200 0.20 0.849 47.35 73.2 2,021

0.25 0.863 35.3h 67.6 1,059

0.30 0.839 28.85 71,9 1,748

0.35 0.791 24.10 75.3 2,591

O.4c 0.714 20.15 80.4 5,531

300 0.20 0.805 52.05 82.7 5,948

0.25 0.853 37.87 r(5•7 2s,.

0.30 0-852 30.61 72.4 1,843

0.35 0.827 25.44 74,3 2,452

0.40 0.776 21.16 8o.1 5,239

400 0.20 65.34

0.25 0.829 4o.16 83.2 5,6I8

0.30 0.844 32.45 78.6 3,729

0.35 0.836 26.77 76.5 2,970

o.4o 0.804 22,19 79.8 4,959

500 0.20

0.25 0.802 43.22 87j.L 10,150
n n n A~nn -.)) 0sI)

0.35 U.8j2 28.12 81.2 5,042

0.40 0.814 23.21 81.5 6,036
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TABLE VII

Propellcr Diameter: 8 feet Number of Blades: 4

T N , OASPL ADR

(Pounds) ODZP (FCD) keet) I100 0.20 0.847, )46.,14 62-.5 692

0.25 0.3;3 35.80 69.5 Ap098

0.30 0.824 28.97 76.2 9,7113

0.35 0.771 24.21 80.2 16,'1 2,ý

o.40 0.699 20.60 83.3 33,776
200 0.20 0.763 54.55 75.1 2,951

0.25 0.827 39.77 67.3 2,6B7

0.3C 0.836 31.54 71.2 5,570
0.35 0.818 25.99 75.:f lO, OC

0.0o o0.780 21.88 78.5 189401

300 0.20

0.25 0.773 44.87 77.0 8,147

0.30 0.808 34.78 73.5 7,147

0.35 0.813 23.38 74.3 8,94o

0 ,k 140 0 .7 903 23. -_.

400 0.20

0.25

0.30 0.770 38.19 80.2 15,024
0.35 0.791 30.78 77.1 11,936

0.4c 0.791 :..61 77.5 ,,209

500 0.20

0.25

0.30 0.727 42.16 85.8 27,279

.0.762 33.2i 82.3 20,008

0.40 0.773 27.47 80.3 23,100
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TABLE CIX

Propeller Diameter: 10 feet Number of Blades: 14

T if OAS 4)L ADR

(Pounds.) (DeAc s (113) (Feet)

100 0.20 0.354 43.55 62.0 642

0.25 0.826 33.26 68.1 1,611

0.30 0.766 27.29 73 .1 4,389

0.35 0.672 22.54 76.1 8,626

0.40 0.516 19.24

200 0.20 0,828 48.39 69.6 1,552

0.25 0.851 36.12 66.2 1,279

0.30 a.8314 Zq9$3 71.8 %,,278

0.35 0-17866 2k.Q, 75.6 7,817

0.40 0.721 2fL22 783.4 13,531

300 0.20 0.769 54.05 79.5 4,792

0.25 0.831 39.05 71.5 2,354

0.30 0.837 31.39 70.8 3,278

0.35 0.815 25.56 74.9 7,123

0.40 0.775 21.61 78.1 12,656

400 0.20 0.637 61.o4

0.25 0.800 42.10 73.2 5,169
0.30 0.822 33.47 75.3 5,486

0.35 o.818 27.06 74,3 6,642

0.40 0.79" 22.81 7 7.8 11,907

500 0.20

0.25 0.763 45.55 83.7 9,876

0.30 0.800 35.59 80.4 9,814

0.35 0.809 28.56 77.4 9,191

o04o 0.797 23.98 77.5 11,285
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TABLE X

Propeller Diameter: 12 ft•et Nurnber of Blades:- 1_

T M ) /A2JL ADR

(Powids) (mAJ ) (D4)nc) (0O) (FNA~t

N00 0.20 0.836 4'.32 62.6 726

0.25 0.7,.3 32....3 68.4

0.30 0.703 2' a7 73.0 2,-67

0.35 0.602 22.55 75.6 5,338

o.4o o.517 19.01

200 0.20 y.8 51 45.61 66.o 1,070

0.25 0.847 34.36 66.9 1,189

0.30 0.809 283i;- 72.1 2,271

0.35 0.745 2 6 75.2 4,970

0.40 0.652 0 9 78.1 9,5N

300 0.20 0.822 is 3, - 75.0 3,019

0.25 0.850 67.8 1,324

0.30 0.836 2. 71.3 2,041

0. 3 0. 97 F" - -:y 74 .7 4,620
()4 o.",3 77.9 9,087

400 0.20 0.782 97 82.0 6,683

0.25 0.837 3".9 74.1 2,712

0.30 0.839 1.03 71.7

0.35 0.817 25.80 71'.3 4,313-

0.40 0 m769 21.47 7'(.7 8,653

500 020 0.704 58.67 88.7 13,956
I,..-. '70 5 1

0.25 0.6117 +V.', -I,.'--•-

0.30 0.831 32.49 76.6 3,769

0.35 0.821 26.87 74.3 4,3M-

0.40 0.,88 22.30 77,5 8,270
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TABLE XI

Propeller Diameter: 8 feet Number ox i3ladce:j.5

T , OASPL ADR

(Poiundt;) (nýdH) IDegUs (on (eet)

100 0.20 0.8)1- 44.85 61.7 1,060

0.25 0.835 314.46 69.0 14 i7

0.30 0.790 27.92 73.1 8,540

0.35 0.717 23.31 76.0 13,397

0.40 0.626 19.81 78.3 24,433

200 0.20 0.782 51.5k 6o.6 2,616

0.25 0.B30 38.35 66.7 3,215

0.30 0.827 30.61 71.I' 7,044

0.35 0.799 25.35 7149 11,819

o.40 0 .749 21.42 77-7 22,837

300 0.20

0.25 0.788 42.39 72.6 6,326

0.30 0.811 33.35 70.1 6,126

0.35 0.806 27.39 74.o 10,643

0.o40 0.781 23.02 77.1 21.424

4o0 0.20 0.7r, 47.06 79.8 i14,1o0

0.25 0.781 36.14 74.5 9,793

0.30 0.792 29.43 73.2 9,768

0.35 0.783 24.63 76.6 20,225

0,1,0

500 0. 0

0.25

0.30 0.w48 39.07 79.8 16,872

0.35 (.770 31.48 76.2 13,798

o.4o 0.772 26.21 76.2 19,286
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TABLi4 XII

Prrcpller Diaqmter: 10 feet Nunibcr of B]adec: 5.

T O ASPL AflE(Powlcm (::) (y(lZe, (GB) (Fc.,t)

100 0.20 0.e39 42.811 62.7 797

0.25 0.797 32.86 65.8 2,995

0.30 0.725 27.04 73.3 6,p2Ci7

0.35 0.6"20 22.3'1 76.1 1),.77

0.h0 0,527 19.15

200 0.20 0.832 46.85 64.6 990

0.25 0.842 35.26 61 r, 2,341

0.30 0.313 28.77 72.1 ,,38

0.35 0.752 23.67 751 10. o84ý

o.4o o.676 20.15 77.8 15,073

300 0.20 0.787 51.24 7.i1 2,59

0.25 0.833 37.71 6,".- ý,231

0.30 0.828 30.50 7. 4,823

0.35 0.797 24.95 74.7 9,>

0.4o 0.742 21. 17 77.5 1-,,235

400 0.20 0.742 56.67 81.7 6,9L9

0.25 0.805 40.23 74.1 9..31

0.30 0.821 32.26 70.2 4,320
0.35 0.86 26.25 74 .1 8,-64

o.4o 0.771 22.19 77,1 13,z13

500 0.20

0.30 c.806 34.04 74.9 7,423

0.35 0.803 27.53 73.6 8,2C?

o.4o 0.782 23.20 76.8 12 ,89o
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TAflLE 2TI

Fronoller Diameter: 12 feet Nun-ber of Blades: _L

T M4  OASFL ADR
(Pouwln) (aca-) De u-.6) (U) (Feet)

I00 0.20 0.8111 11.65 63.3 881L

0.25 0.745 32.14 70.2 1,962

G.30 o.654 26.6o 73.4 )1 ,288
0.35 0.547 22.45 75. X 7,943

0.40

200 0.20 0.845 144.53 61.3 700

0.2q 0.828 33.79 68.8 1,657

0.30 0.777 27.81 72.5 3,844

0.35 0.708 23.37 75.3 7,520

0040 o.602 19.63 77.7 113,787
300 0.20 0.828 47.42 70.1 3,927

0.25 0.8642 35.46 67.6 1,458

0.30 M1816 29.02 t71.6 3,481

0.35 0.766 24.29 -1.,, 6,967

0.40 0p6o'- 2.35 77.li 11:306

400 0.20 0.797 50.48 76.9 11,137

0.25 0.837 37.17 70.4 1,988

0.30 0.828 30.23 70.9 3,192

0.35 0.794 25.22 74.2 6,593

0. 40 0.734 21.07 77.2 10,844

500 0.20 0.759 53.91 82.5 7,84c

0.25 0.823 38.89 75.3 3,499

0.30 0.826 31.43 71.4 3,373

0.35 0.806 26.1i4 73.8 6,188

0.40 0.761 21,77 76.9 10,431
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TABLE XIV

1•ropeller Diameter: 5feet Number of Blades: 6

T M OASPL ADR

100 0,20 0.790 49,85 66..0 2,1714

0.25 0.827" 37.145 68.1 - i,012

0.30 0.816 30.-0 72.6 d,0.4

0.35 0.778 24.97 75.8 16,05O

0.140 0.72- 20.15 79.4 28,8B.9

200 0.20 0.837 441.3 63.0 1,546

0.25; 0.818 34.07 70.3 5,137

0.30 0.761 ;7 .66 74.2 9,457

0.35 0.681 23 -i,5 7'5 ,0 18,331

0.40 0.586 ;9.'70 80.2, 31,352

300 0.20 0.708 57.03 76.6 7,370

0.25 0.794 4o.96 69.2 24,592

0.30 0) °",3 L 3 3,43 71.14 7,080

0.35 0.795 26.78 72 .9 1h,4h3

400 0.20

0.25 0.751 44.68 76.1 9,642

0.30 0.784 34.90 71.0 6,786

0.35 0.787 28.60 714 1.3,23].

o.4o 0.770 24.0o. 78.2 25,293

500 0.20

0.25 0.701 42.23 82.1 17,823

0.30 0.755 37.4o0 11-".2  11,513

0.35 0.770 30.40 7-3.5 12,327

0.40 0.765 25.46 77.7 241.o14
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TABLE XV

Propeller Dianmter: 10 feet Nuxdber of Blades: 6

T M 0 OASPL ADR
(Pounds) (mIh) (Dcc°s ) (dB) (Fcct)

100 0.20 0.823 112.41 64.0 1,022

0.25 0.769 32.62 7 .P 3,9119
0.30 0.638 21.93 714 . 7,831

0.35 0.577 22.29 77.3 11,749

0.40 0.485 19.11

20O 0.20 0.830 45.88 61.8 788

0.25 0.830 34.73 69.5 3,251

0.30 0.791 28.43 73.4 6,843

0.35 0.720 23.45 76.5 10,876

0.40 0.637 20.00 79.9 20,524

300 0.20 0.795 49.58 70.6 2,i68

0.25 0.829 36.83 68.1 2,796

0.30 0.815 29.58 72.4 6,124

0.35 0.772 24.59 75.8 10,130
C) 14c) 0.•711. 791 • 3,c 1 • -, 310

400 0.20 0.716 53.831 77.9 14,995

0.25 0.81i 39.06 70.8 3,793

0.30 0.815 ý1.50 71.5 5,591

0.35 0.790 25.74 75.2 9,493

0.40 0.747 21.82 78.9 18,335

500 0.20

0.25 0.787 41o31 76.0 6,852

0.30 0.804 33.07 71.6 5,610
0.35 0.793 26.88 74.6 8,975

0.40 0.763 22.74 78B5 17,499
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TABL.E XVI

Propcllur Diameter: 12 faet Numnber of 13ladcs: 6

0 OAS PL • DR
(rPo'idn) (•${) (DoCees) (dB) (Fect)

100 0.20 0.789 41.57 6)1 .7 1,124

0.25 0.709 31.99 71.7 2,761

0.30 0.611 26.51 71t.8 5,913

0.35 0.501 22.40 77,0 9,417r(

0.10 0.4,24 18.97

200 0.110 0.836 43.93 62.7 858

0.25 0.807 33.44 70.3 2,355

0.30 0.747 27.58 73.9 5,368

0.35 0.66-4 23.23 76.5 8,896

0.40 0.558 19.5)4 79.9 14,221

300 0. 20 0.27 3416.4o 67.0 C 1,475

0.25 0.831 314.91 69.2 2,067

0.30 0.796 28.66 73.1 4,886

0.35 0.736 24.05 75.9 8,1448

0.40 0.649 20.19 79.6 13,653

00 0.20 0.803 73 . 7.5.3

0.25 0.831 36.40 68.2 1,

0.30 0.814 29.73 72.3 4,513

0.35 0.771 24.87 75.4 7,956

0.40 0.702 20-.3 79.2 13,111

500 0.20 0.771 51.81 79.0 5,767

0.25 0.822 37.90 72.2 2,91i

0.30 0.817 30.80 71.7 4, 167

0.35 0.788 25.60 74.9 7,524

0.40 0.734 21.97 78.8 12,612
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